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INTRODUCTION

I hâve long been preoccupied by the Palestinian problem

and it was the wish to know more about it,along with the possibility

brought about in the framework of the postgraduate program,that

finally prompted me to make this study. I hâve gone through the

prominent historical events of this important problem in the

history of Arab nation. However,what is proposed in this work

should not be considered as an "expert" view nor,for that matter,

Personal testimony.

The Palestinian dilemma has been in the forefront of Arab

politics for décades and has often been the focusing point of the

Arab world. Palestine has been the basic component of the Arab

reality. No attempt can succeed to separate the Palestinian cause

from the Arab-Israeli confrontation;for the faith of the Arabs in

the organic unity of the two causes is too firm to leave in their

minds any grounds for doubt as to this unity. Since the beginning,

they considered the problem of Palestine as an Arab concern and

the concern of every Arab state;for the Palestinian soil is heart

of the Arab soil. The Arab fate and dignity are therefore linked

to the recovery of Palestine and the libération of the holy places.

The Palestinian problem made the Arab peoples strive for

a certain degree of political unity corresponding to the relative

unity which existed on the social and cultural plane. Such an
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Arab objective is a necessity arising from the nature of the

choices open to the Arabs in the modem world,at least as long as

Israël appears as a bridgehead of the West in the midst of a

profoundly committed area of the underdeveloped world. It is

worthnoting that,in addition to the Arab world commitment to

Palestine,there is that of the world of Islam. The Palestinians

gained the support of most of the countries in which Islam is the

dominant religion. Some of thèse countries felt deeply concerned

with the libération of the holy cities in conformity with their

Muslim ideology ,though some others,like Turkey,have been much more

reluctant,and for a long time maintained good relations with

Israël. We,however,witness the development of strong feelings of

solidarity and sympathy with the Palestinians,during the last two

décades,among Muslims throughout the world.

Despite the foregoing,the contributions of both the Arab

4 and Muslim worlds,to the Arab cause,are circumspect,and always

made with an eye to their other interests. The différences between

the Arab states are great and their peoples had evolved in

différent waysjthey each had their own spécial problems and could

regard the other Arab peoples at timesnin a certain sensé as

foreigners. Also,each country of the Muslim world is faced with

its own spécial problems,due to its geopolitical situation,and

. each tries to find its own solution in accordance with the internai

économie and social levels of development.

However,unlike the Muslim countries,the Arab states are

bound together by the strands of a common race,language,religion,

history and culture,and any injury done to one country from
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outside is deeply resented by the others. Thus,the Arab inter

national relations are affected to a great extent by their

solidarity and as a resuit by Palestinian cause.

It has also been of my particular interest to see the

Algerian part in the Palestinian reality. Consequently we do cast

a brief glance at the important Algerian rôle frequently played

in Arab affairs and particularly in Palestinian problem. It would

be necessary therefore to analyse the factors guiding the Algerian

constant commitment to the Arab and Palestinian cause. The

Algerian andPalestinian révolutions had some common historical

roots. Conflict had surged in both countries after the Second

World War,because the ruling colonial powers ( Britain in

Palestine and France in Algeria) had,at various times heightened

the oppression of the native populations. They had been deprived

of the basic civil rights,for the benefit of the minority of both

4 countries. According to the Algerians,the Palestinian struggle is

just a continuation of their own struggle against colonialism and

imperialism,and is therefore an additional justification for their

taking side with the Palestinian people.

• The Islamic Brotherhood has been perfectly illustrated by

the acceptance of the Palestinicins within the Algerian society.

Most of the Palestinians living in Algeria hâve become integrated

in the Algerian society to the extent the;y use the dialect of the

région they live in. The Palestinian social position in Algeria,

allowed cultural interactions. Indeed,the Algerians are now used

to Palestinian music,dance and théâtre. Moreover,they know quite

well the Palestinian traditions,customs and différent ways of life
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Through this work we try to go through the Palestinian

history and see it within the gênerai Arab history. The Palesti

nian history is characterized by its link with Zionism which is

différent from the Arab history. The power of Zionism in Palestine

brought about a close interest of the West at the expense of the

Palestinian movement.

After the historical background this work provides a broad

background of the Palestino- sraeli conflict and an assessment of

foreign interventions in the Middle East and the connection

between them. "The Palestinian cause" forms the first part which

is composed of three separate chapters. The first one identifies

the Palestinian peoPle,takes note of their continuons présence in

Palestine,traces the development of their consciousness as a nation,

and their impact on the Middle Eastern affairs. We hâve tried to '
9

show that the Muslim,Christian and Jewish Palestinians who lived

in Palestine for hundreds of years until they were driven out in

1948,were unhappj, victims of the Zionist movement whose aim was to

end the persécution of the Jews by Christian Europe.

The following chapter focuses on the rôle played by Herzl

and Weizmann in expounding anti-semitism feelings that took place

in Europe to gain the support of most of the Western Europe and

America and attract the Jews te Palestine. This widespread support

enabled the Zionists to realize their ultimate goal with the help

of the British mandatory government and the American governments.

The third chapter provides an analysis of the varicus phases of
m

the formation of the Palestinian national movement. British cons-

^ piracy with the Zionists led to the development of the Palestinian
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résistance against Israël. The need to a strong Palestinian

organization that may lead the Palestinian révolution,was felt by

ail the Palestinians and some Arab states. Consequently,in 1964,

the PLO emerged as a leading political force in the Middle East.

It gained the support of almost ail the Third World countries, in

addition to a great number of states hère and there throughout the

world.

The second part contains two separate chapters dealing

with the intervention of the superpowers in the Middle Eastern

affairs. In chapter four, the historical backgrouncl U.S. policy and

its involvements in the Middle East prior to the création of the

state of Israël are discussed. International and dômestic factors

compelled Wilson,Roosevelt and Truman to support the Zionists to

créate this state without taking into considération the early

promises of Britain for the Arabs' independence and self-

determination. The Arabs rejected ail the American proposais to

solve the Palestinian problem because they failed to treat the

political aspects of the problem and neglected the Palestinian

legitimate rights. The Arab world was quaked in 1979 as Sadat

became a fully-fledged American ally with the Camp David agreements.

Both the United States and Israël refused to talk officially with

the PLO. .For the United States,this would happen if the PLO

recognizes Israël's right to exist. However,Israël was not even

required to recognize the Palestinians' right to choose their own

représentatives to the negotiations. Responding to both the Soviet

and Arab threat,the United States sought to undermine the Soviet

Union and keep it away from the Middle East,and send more aid to
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Israël.

Chapter fîve discusses the early Soviet involvement in the

Middle East as well as later developments. Soviet policy suppated

radical régimes,provided them with external économie and military

aid and supported national libération movements. This proliferated

Russia into today's économie,political and stratégie position in

the Middle East. This chapter is ended by a short comparative

study of the two superpowers' behaviour in the Middle East. Each

one tries to endanger the other one's présence in the area. ïhus,

the United States froze the Russians out of any potential

negotiations,though there has been an effort to cooperate to reach

a durable settlement. The Camp David agreements put an end to any

serious coopération between the two big powers.

The third part is fully dedicated to the Algerian attitude

towards the Palestinian cause through a historical study. The

analysis shows the constant évolution of the Algerian support to

Palestine and the Arab cause;and the rôle played by the Algerians

in Arab-Israeli wars.

Methodologically speaking,the work can be considered as a

historical and in a sensé comparative study of the Palestinian

problem through various points of view. The Palestinian problem

cannot be understood without its historical perspective. This,

however,includes the rôle of the Zionist movement that played in

Palestine as well as the impact of the intervention of the great

powers in the area. Within this framework,spécial attention has

been paid on social,political and économie aspects of the question

t and of the Palestinian development.
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL SITUATION Of1 THE PALESTINIANS

IN

THE MIDDLE EAST

The history of the Middle East has always been characterized

by the events that took place in its middle. The events in the

Palestinian land hâve deeply affected the whole world and hâve evokec.

ardent émotion evervwhere.

1
Our main con>cern here,is the Middle Eastern province and

the events and situations that are brought about by intruders whose

disruptive force has been a blow to the traditions,beliefs and

social structure of the inhabitants. Having put the topic into this

perspective,it is wiser for us to examine the différent settlements

that occured,starting from that of the Jews to the British,through

that of the Muslims and Ottomans.

It is only for the sake of refreshment of memories that we

will discuss the historical crossings of the Palestinian land by

différent races and communities. We base our atteinpt on real facts

that are susceptible to work out our process in showing the rôle of

the Palestinians in the area.

The ancestors of the Jews,as a race,first passage to

It is the little patch of Palestinian soil inhabited by
Canaanites and other nomadic races who passed through Palestine
as early as 7000 B.C. Palestine is an inaliénable province of the
Arab nation.
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Palestine occured around 1800 B.C.,when Abraham and some of his

followers reached the land which was controlled by the Canaanites.

Later,his descendants went to Egypt and lived for iiundred of years

before their return to Palestine where they formed a Jewish kingdom

and built the first Temple in the city of Jérusalem during the

tenth century B.C. The kiifeom lasted for about two hundred

2
years before its division into the kingdoms of Judaea and Israël.

The Northern kingdom of Israël was partly destroyed by the

Assyrians around 721 B.C.,whereas the Southern kingdom of Judaea

was saved and continued to exist until the Babylonian invasion in

586 B.C. The Babylonians assailed the first Temple and compelled

the Jews to leave the land. Some of them returned fifty years later,

when Persia took Babylonia,and lived a freer life. The Jews built

a second Temple to show their dominance over the area,which lasted

fo about a century until the arrivai of the Romans.

The last Jewish state,therefore,ended with the fall of

Jérusalem and the destruction of the second Temple in A.D.70. The

suppression of the last Jewish uprisings against the Romans in

A.D. 135>led to the migration and Jews déportation out of the

région and their subséquent spread in other parts. From that date

onward,the country was incorporated within the boundaries of various

empiresjgovernments and dynasties.

First,it was the Roman empire under which Jérusalem was a

colony and Palestine a province. Then,it was succeeded by the

Fred J. Khouri,The Arab«Israeli Dilemina(Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press,19bb),p.i
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"Byzantine Empire until the seventh century,with a short Persian

rule from 614 to 629."1 Two years after the death of prophet

Muhamrnad,his followers reached Palestine which became a part of the

Muslim Empire for the next 450 years. The population welcomed the

Muslims as liberators. Even the inhabitants of one of the Syrian

cities went out to welcome the advancing Muslims with music and

songs.

During the various phases of the Islamic campaign,the Jews

considered the Muslims as their deliverers from the Christian-

4
Byzantine yoke,and provided them with effective support. Under

the Roman and Byzantine rule,ail the Palestinian communities had

5
been oppressed and had suffered from exploitation and persécution.

The Arab Muslims entered Palestine without any attempt to expel

the people of the land or to convert to Islam the conquered Jews,

Christians and others. The Muslims,in fact,thought of thèse

religions as possessors of a certain élément of truth based on the

Islamic respect of ail divine religions. The Arabs therefore

settled down alongside the autochtones Canaanites,Phoenicians,the

Philistines and descendants of some other ethnical tribes such as

the Hittites,Ammonites,Maobites,Edomites,and inter-married with

-i

Moshe Sharon,"Palestine in the Islamic and Ottoman Period,"
The Palestinians,eds. Michael Curtis et al.(New Brunswick:Trans
action Books,1975),p.9

Abdallah Frangi.The PLO and Palestine(London: Zed Books Ltd,
1983),p.18

Moshe Sharon,"Palestine in the Islamic and Ottoman Period,"
The Palestinians,p.15

4Ibid.,p.l6
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them. Gradually,the population began to convert to Islam,since

that was relevant to social advancement. Arabie spread quickly

and became the most widely-spoken language throughout the Palesti

nian lan&.This was enhanced by the fact that the Palestinians had

2
been used to one lingua Franca or another. Already,as a Christian

région at the dawn of the Islamic invasion;it was linguistacally

united through the triuinph and the spread of Aramaic language.

Being itself a semitic language,Aramaic could give way to Arabie

without any difficulty. It is a very pure and right form of Arabie

moreover that is spoken in this région and in Jérusalem.

Therefore,the Palestinians became predominantly Arab-

Muslims. Almost immediately after the advent of the Arabs,Palesti

nian entity and its characteristics— including i*s name in Arabie,

Fila^in— became known to whole Islamic world. Furthermore,

Palestine occupied a place of honour and privilège in the Islamic

community. Jérusalem,soon became the third city sacred after Mecca

and Médina. It was from Jerusalem,accor%ding to the Quran,that

4
prophet Muhammad ascended into heaven. This spécial position has

•i

Roger Garaud.y,L'affaire Israël (Paris: Papyrus, 1983) ,p .41

2
Ahmad El Kodsy and Eli Lobel,The Arab World and Israël,trans-

lated by Brian Pearce and Alfred Ehrenfeld(London,New York:Modem
Reader,1970),p.9

3
"The Israeli claim that the Romans,in their attempt to blot

out the Jev/ish identity of the country, changed the name from
Judaea to Palaestina." Qoted in Colin Smith,The PalestinianstN§24

(London:M.R.G. Ltd,1984),p.3

4
Sura 17,Verse 1
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remained so until the présent day. Palestine was as important for

the Muslims as for the Jews who,also claim that it was their

promised land.

But the Arab-muslims of Palestine were not saved from

foreign invasion. And,like their cousins,their land was conquered

in 1099 A.D.,by the Crusaders(the Christian Knights)from Western
1

Europe. They recaptured Jérusalem and not only defeated the

Muslimis but massacrée as well the entire population of the city

composed.in addition to Muslims,of Jewish and Christian communities.

But,in 1187 A.D.,they were on their turn.attacked,defeated and

expelled from the sacred city by Muslim troops headed by Saladin.2

He showed,thereafter,a good example of the religions and political

tolérance under Islam;he saved the city of Jérusalem from the

destruction and offered the Jews freedom and a safe conduct if they

would not show any further opposition. This victory marked,in fact,

the end of the third attempt by Europeans to dominate the Middle

East area. But it was not ail,as there was still a long way to go

before Europe began to revise once more its political attitude

toward this part of the world.

Palestine remained,after ail,under the Muslim..rule. It was,

thereafter,ruled by"Egyptian Mamluks,mostly of Turkish descent,

until its conquest by the Ottoman Turks in 151b."3 The new conquerors

of Palestine had long been islamizea themselves,and their rule

Colin Chapman,Whose Promised Land?,p.19

2Ibid.

3Ibid.
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continued to be based on Islamic virtues. The Islamic character

of the Arab world,including Palestine,has not only endured but has

intensified and deepened its influence steadily until the présent

day. Indeed,from the fourteenth century,Muslim state of the

Ottoman Turks started to show its strength. By the sixteenth

century,it dominated,territories with Arao populations,mainly in

Egypt,Palestine and Syria. The Ottoman empire was an immense

structure,governed and ruled by the Sultan from Istanbul(previously

Constantinople). It gathered a tremendous varied population,

extending from Belgrade,and Bucharest to Algeria and the Yemen.1

Palestine was considered,however,as a province of this

vast empire,and was controlled mainly by greedy landowners,but

affecting its Arab-Islamic features. The minority religions there,

Christianity and in particular Judaism,were allowed "considérable
2

autonomy .'" Thèse religious communities throughout the Ottoman

empire,made and enforced their own religions,judicial and social

rules without any constraints. The Arab conquest did not change

in any drastic form the composition of the population that had

existed under the Byzantine rule.3 Palestine was,even,left to its

inhabitants and the Arabs did not use the policy of exile,as used

to be followed by the previous conquerors from the Assyrians down

to the Persians. The Arabs simply asked the various Palestinian

communities to pay some taxes in exchange for state protection and

p.14

1

Maxime Rodinson yIsraël and the Arabs(ïïayrnomkwflrth ; Pe/iqo.oi, 1982)
.14 ^ *

Ibid.

«Moshe Sharon,"Palestine in Islamic and Ottoman Period".d.13
*Ibid.,p.15
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also,exemption from military service. Christians and Jews held,

even,some important posts under the varions Arab Caliphates.1

Thèse two communities represented about 15 to 20 per cent of the

total population of Palestine before the décline of the Ottoman

empire,and lived as small farmers and artisans. Among the Arab

Palestinians, they nevisr felt any kind od discrimination or

animosity. Throughout the Islamic world,Jews were tolerated and
2

protected.

The history of the Jews in the Arab world is not so

terrible as the history of Jewish oppression in the Christian or

communiât European societies. The Jewish communities hâve probably

flourished culturally and commercially with the provision of more

security in the Arab world during the last twenty centuries than

they hâve in Europe.3 Signs of persécution and of racial conflicts
were very common in Europe. Some examples of this hostile attitude

are discussed by Roger Garaudy in his L'affaire Israël. He mentions

that in 1492,an important number of Jews,was driven out of Spain

by the«Catholic Kings »,right after the décline of the last Muslim

kingdom in Grenada.4 In 1648,about three hundred cfchousand Jews

were killed in Poland by the '"Cosaquee" of Jbgdan Chmielnisky. He

went on to mention that from 1882,Jewish pogroms were organized in

1

Fred J.Khouri,The-Arab-Israeli Dilemma.n.13
2

Maxime Rodinson.Israël et le Refus &rabe(Paris:Seui3,1968),p.8
3

Charles Douglas-Home,Tne Arabs and Israël:A background Book
(London: The Bodley Head,1968),pp.9-10

4
Roger Garaudy,L'affaire Israel.p.70
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in Russia by the Tzars. The Dreyfus affair in France from 1894 to

1906,and the Nazi struggle against the Jews from 1933 till the end

of th.* -Second World War showed to which extent the Jewish situâtion

in Europe was dramatic. Thèse facts lead to the déduction that,

from the beginning of the diaspora(the dispersion of the Jews),

iXswish communities enjoyed a "freer life in Muslim Asia than in
3

Christian Europe."

However,the vastness of the Ottoman empire made its governors

of various provinces out of control from the central power of

Istanbul. They made their authority felt by ail their subjects

through some individual and arbitrary rules,and above ail by

"extracting tribute in taxes,dues and the like."4

Palestine,like ail the Arab countries,suffered from ail the

usual ills,social and cultural,caused by the Turkish domination.

Though,the Arab-Muslims did not consider such domination as a

humiliating colonization,since the Turks were themselves Muslims,

and therefore,they were not foreigners to be driven out. But later

and under the pressure of the European colonial push,the Arab-

Muslims in Palestine and elsewhere.started to develop their revolt.

Toward the end of the eighteenth century,the décline of the

Ottomans was likely to occur. The Eiiropeans ,on the other hand

started to exhibit their économie,technological and military supre-

1
Roger Garaudy.X,'affaire Israël,n.70

2Ibid.
3
Fred J. Khouri,The Arab Israeli Dilemma.p.3

4
Maxime Rodinson,Israël and the Arabs.p. 15
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macy,due to the newly spectacular scientific advances. During the

nineteenth century,the Western hegemony over the Ottoman empire

became apparent, western intrigues in the internai affairs of the

make
Muslim countries began to ' themselves felt. This was caused,

in fact,by the earlier "treaties of capitulations" passed and

agreed upon between the sultan and the European countries,and

mainly France. The Ottoman empire was soon invaded by European

capitalsjhelped to a certain extent by the local Christian

communities and also by the local Jews,many of whom came from

Europe.

The intégration of the RalesfcifVia.iv. land »nto t+ic. s^or\d

capital isi; syertftm,ind.eed took place much later than that of Egypt

or the Maghreb. It did not begin on a large scale until the

period of the mandate,to go on down to the présent day. This can

be explained by the fact that the Ottoman rule over the area

preserved the unity of the province down to the First Vnorld War.

This rule,however,did not form an effective safeguard against

imperialist pénétration during the First World War. Since the

early era of the European movement of colonization,England was

particularly attracted by the position of Palestine. Due to her

powerful navy,Britain dominated various trading sea-routeSflhus,

Palestine would enforce this domination and provide her^a1 favourable

overland connection with her Indian colonies.

The clear décline of the Ottomans led,therefore,England

Bichara Khader,Histoire de la Palestine(Tunis;Maison
Tunisienne de Diffusion,1975),p.11

2Ibid.
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and France to make prodigious diplomatie attempts to wrest terri

torial concessions from them. But,the TurKs estimating a rapid

recovery,and fearing serious problems among the various nationa- •

lities,opposed such dealings. Later,the Turkish opposition was

revealed unsuccessful in front of the European détermination to

reach the ultimate goal. The Ottomans were therefore obliged to

i

retreat through the Balkans before the Christian powers. The

Balkans subject peoples revolted one by one, with European

encouragement,eroding the frentiers of the empire. France did not

2
waste time and took the opportunity to invade Algeria in 1830.

Britain did the same and followed the path of open colonizatiorv of

Aden in 1839. A new era was therefore opened,marked by the

beginning of the movement of direct colonization over the whole

Ottoman empire,including the land of Palestine.

The long effort of résistance made by the Arab world was to

culminate in defeat,and dates cari be given for this,"1882 in the

case of Egypt,the period of 1880-1914 in the Maghreb and 1919 in

the Arab East."4 The Turks were,therefore defeatud during the First

World War,anu were pushed out of Palestine in 1918 by the combined

efforts of the British,the French and the Arabs,who were dreaming

of independence. A peace conférence of the victorious powers was

held at Versailles(Paris)in 1919 to décide about the division of

the Middle East area. Thus,Palestine came under the British who

finally realized their old dream with the mandate System which

Maxime Rodinson,Israël and the Arabs,p.15

Maxime Rodinson,Israël et le Refus Arabe.P.16 Ibid.

4
Ahmai El Kodey The Arab world and Israël,p.8
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became effective since 1922. France also took its part and was

given responsibility for Syria. This décision came to assert the

old intentions of the European colonialism to occupy the Middle

East. Thus,Palestine was made a pawn in big power politics until

the great disaster of 1948. The Arabs felt such fragmentation,

imposed by the Western powers,as a real betrayal anci accused

Britain of not respecting her promise of Arab independence for the

help they provided. Britain,clearly underestimated the Arab claims

and did not,even,commit herself to respect the mandate document.

She provided the Jews with full protection,in their dealings

aiming at the domination of Palestine. The Arab Palestinians who

represented by the beginning of the mandate about 88^ of the total

3
population were aware of the danger. A contradiction was therefore

bound to arise for the British government between the Balfour

déclaration on the one hand,and the assurances to the Arab

4
Palestinians laid clown in the mandate document,on the other.

This conflict was to worsen steadily thu situation till the end

of the mandate,as England was never able to exorcise the evil

spirits she had raised.

So,as we hâve seen,like ail the other Arab entities,

Palestine suffered from autocratie rule,foreign domination and

violence. Ail the various calamities that prevailed in the society

Colin Chapman.VXhose Promised Land? ,p. 18

p

Rachid Boudj edra«Journal Palestinien(Alger:Sî^ED, 1982),p .8

^Abdallah Frangi,The PLO and Palestine,p.51

Lenni Brenner,The Iron wall(London:Zed Books,1984),p.48
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prevented it from any évolution and even discouraged its members

from undertaking any further reform to improve their social and

économie conditions. The attempt to reach the Palestinian political

independence did not,however,stand as an impedement to achieve the

harmony of the social structures. Palestine has,in fact,throughout

the various phases of its history,since the Arab conquest in the

seventh century,facilitated for its people the openness of

accepting and absorbing most of the immigrant peoples and commu-

1
nities.

The process of fusion has always been achieved with no

friction,so that no great différences existed between one group

and another. Vi/hen there were differences,whether religious, ethnie,

or cultural,they could not be easily noticed as tiiey were not

apparent. Even,when such différences and conflicts continued to

occur,they did not reach the point of division of the Palestinians

among themselves ,nor did they make them break up into various
p

factions. The reason for this positive aspect in Palestine lies

simply,in the fact that the close ties and relations that grew

between the members of a small country,were absolutely in a

larger one. It is quite évident that the members of the distinct

ethnie groups get to know each other through daily activities,work,

éducation,marriage,more easily than in a vast country. It is

practieally fox- ift\ 5. reason that the Arabs of Palestine who

belonged to différent religions and religious seens, fcoQethér with

Roger Garaudy,L'affaire Israël «p.37

2
Anis Saye-fo,Palestine- and Arao Ii"ationalis;.;(Beirut :PLQ

Research Center,1970),p.10
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the majority of the non-Arab immigrants,such as the Greeks,Italians,

Albanians,Yugoslavs,and the remnant of the crusaders from the west

of Europe and those from the Eastern Europe,the Kurds,Armenians,

Caucasians and Turks,formed one ptople with a harmonious culture.

The Arab minorities(e.g.the Christians)backea the Arab national

ambitions in the area,and participated,as individuals,in political

activities and sometimes involved intc armed opérations,sidt by

2
side with the Arab Palestinians.

Sykes,when formulating his Zionist policy,was well aware

of both the Jewish and the ^rab opposition to Zionism. He,later

revealed to having been impressed by such attitude,and some Arab

leaders had told him thaf'Arabs,Christians and ^ioslems,alike would

•3

fight...to the last man against zionist dominion in Palestine."

In other words,the Palestinians and Palestine ij>locked,at

the very beginninj of the modem history,the early attempt of

colonization of the area by the Western powers,and the Zionist

intrusion. The Europeans tried to practise,in Palestine,the

mundane axiom of'divide in order to reign",through the break of the

national unity of the people and in inciting sectarian and

séditions calls. In this context,Edward Said revealed that despite

the great interests for the Jews in the Balfour déclaration,the

Jewish community in Palestine did not propagate it. This indifférence

1
Anis Sayegh,Palestine and Arab i^atiorialism,^.11

2Ibid.
3
Frank Hardie and Irwin Herrman,Britain and Zion(Belfast;

Blackstaff Press Ltd.,1980),p.97

4
Edward W. Said,The Question of Palestine(London and Henley:

Routledge and Kegan Paul,1980),p.12
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reflected in a way the British view that "the présent inhabitants"

of Palestine including the Jews need not be consulted at the time

1
of the déclaration. The Palestinian Jews were regarded as aliens

to the British project.

The Christians of Palestine were not of European desc^nt,

and therefore,bore the features of the land. They were Arabs who

came from the same cradle from which originated the Arabs most of

2
whom came to settle in the Fertile Crescent. The roots of both

the majority and minority Uiuslim and Christian Arab Palestinians)

therefore,go back to the same géographie and socio-cultural

origins (the Arab Peninsula or the adjacent areas). This major

élément has played an important rôle in bringing together the

Muslim and Christian communities in their daily life,and also in

the strong opposition they manifested against the political danger

that suddenly threatened them. Until recently in.the history of

Palestine,prior to the breakdown of the British mandate,the

Palestinian communities felt very close to each other regardless

of their différent sect or creod. Thus,Muslim and Christian Arabs

were equally committed "to save the family."

Once more,the Palestinian population at the time of facin^

the European Jews,showed an irrésistible dévotion and a strong

désire to préserve the national unity junlikel^, to be found else-

1
Edward W. Said,The Question of Palestine,p.19

2
Roger Garaudy,L'affaire Israel,p.45

3
Moshe SharonyPalestine in the Islamic and Ottoman Empire','

The Palestinians,p.17. See' also J. Harry HainestCommitted Locally-
Living Globally(Abington: Parthenon Press,1982),p.38
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where. It is,in fact,extremely difficult to think about an Arab

country,at that time,experieneing such kind of common feelings

between the inhabitants, irrespective of reli^ious anci socio-

cultural background.

The Palestinians showed a fine example on the national

political scène,ail of the communities,without exception, took par ':

with the Arab Palestinians in ail différent forms of the national

1
struggles. Individuals and groups joined the armed résistance;

they took part in the création of various national parties and

political organizations,sharing the responsibilities of leadership,

The Palestinian intellectuals contributed to a certain extent,by

their writings,tc the domain of éducation,national guidance,and

the beat of ail,the Palestinian cause. Thèse efforts were,however,

2
put forth with almost no Ottoman contribution. During the reign

of the Ottomans over Palestine,they were only concerned with the

study and imitation of the Arab and Persian achievements in

différent fields. But,it was through ail thèse national intense

efforts that the Christian minorities of Palestine established

some links with Europeans who transmitted the early concepts of

nationalism and émancipation to them. This was to be a kind of

impulsion to further European political and religious intrusions

in the area. The Europeans had,so far,paved the way for the growth

1
Bichara Khader,Histoire de la Palestine,p .19

Jacques Berque,Les Arabes(Paris:Sindbad,1979)»P»54

3
Bichara Khader,Histoire de la Palestine,p.30
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of an Arab nationalist awareness among the Palestinians.

Palestine,needless to remind,belonged throughout history

(pre-Islamic and Islamic période)to a part of the Arab homeland,

known as Syria. The unity between the two lands.i.e. Syria and

Palestine,was for the most part,political,judicial,social and

économie,say a complète one. Palestine was,therefore,known as

Southern Syria,until the 1S20's,when it was stripped from the

main body of Greater Syria and placed under British mandate under

the circumstances that we discussed previously.

The national demand of the Palestinians,throughout the

First World War and after,was the same for ail the Arab nations.

Ail the Palestinian claims were well illustrated and showed by the

platforms of the various national political parties,and the

resolutions of the Syrian National Congress. This body met at

Lamascus in 1919 and 1920,and clearly stressed the fact that

Palestine was to remain a part of the Syrian entity and as such
2

be unified with the greater Arab homeland. A large number of

Lebanese,most of the people living in Trans-Jordan towns,and

almost ail Syrians shared this feeling with the Palestinians.

The spécial status enjoyed by Palestine in the Arab tf.orld,

is due to the fact that its lana lies in the lAiddle of the Arab

homeland and joins three of its parts. Thèse parts for three of

the four geographical régions that constitute the Arab homeland:
3

"The Crescent Fertile,the Arab peninsula and the Kile Valley."

kaxiuie Rc-dinspn,Israël and.,tha Arabs,p.21

2
Abdallah Frangi,The PLO and Palestine,p.45

3Ibid.,13
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The Maghreb land is the only one part of the Arab homeland which

^ is not directly linked to Palestine. This land forms a sort of

bridge between three quarters of the vast Arab territcries. In

addition,Palestine connects the two continents in which the Arabs

are spread: Asia and Africa. The fact that Palestine stands in the

center of the Islamic world contributes in making the holy

Jérusalem the heart of the Islamic world geographically,as well as

spiritually as shown before. Thus,this position made this small

area controlling life in three Arab régions to a certain extent:

Iraq,Egypt,and Trans-Jordan.1 Palestine became,then,a necessary

élément for the national interests of thèse three countries. Later,

the Palestinian land witnessed the development of the Arab

nationalism at the expense of the Arab countries of both the

Mashrak and of the Maghreb. This does not mean that the movement

was restricted to the only land of the Levant ;but ouîtg te various

factors,the movement appeared not before the 1920's in E0ypt.

And,the Arab national identity was somehow weak in the

Maghreb due te the fact that the impact of European imperialism

on the area reached a highest point. The Arab consciousness in the

Crescent Fertile was,however,basea on the development of both

language and classical Arab literature.2

The Islamic schools with the autochtone press and the

Christian missions enhanced the Arab cultural movement in Great

Syria. Consequently,the early intellectuels were to lead the

Anis Sayegh,Palegtin6_and Arab hationalism,p.14
2
Bichara Khader,histoire de la Palestine,p.16
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fortunes of the renewal of the Arab culture. Various schools and

newspapers propagated among the population the new soientifio
ideas,technical inventions,the Western society and the international
relations.1 Suoh ideas led to the birth of a hostile attitude

toward the Turkish presenoe in Great Syria. The inhabitants were

influenoed by the Arab nationalist ideas of the Syrian thinker

Abdel Rahman El Kawakibi (1854-1902) who attempted to show the

superiority of the Arabs over the Turks.2 From that time on,the
Arab nationalisai was oharaoterized by the transformation of a

oultural movement into a political one. The main popular olaim

beoame the recovery of the national autonomy and the struggle

against foreign colonisons. This became,also,th* central thème of
ail différent idéologie organisations throughout the area.

Hevertheless.it is worthnoting that alreadj at that time

in Iraq.in Egypt and above ail in Syria,the Palestinian mutiny

nourished the masses with enthusiasm.for it showed the way forward

for national libération.3 There was a "feeling that the région as

a whole was oppressed by the same imperialism with Zionism seen

as the agent of this imperialism."4 The national reaction to the
Zionist threat to the life of the région was unitary and Arab in

oharacter. The Palestinians played therefore,an important rôle in

1Bichara xhr,a*r.m stoiredo la Palestine,p .18

2Ibid.,p.20

3Kodsy and T.nt,c.1 .The Arab Viorld and Israël,p.25

"l-.id.
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the cristallization of Arab national consciousness. This was in

a way obvious since the Palestinians were directly affected by the

Zionist colonization.

The people of Palestine,who played a vital rôle in the

history of the Middle East,saw their impact decreasing ail the way

through the last fifty years. This was due to the fact that the

Arabs failed to seize the historié opportunity to spread through

out the Arab East the armed revolt of 1936 of the heroic little

Palestine.

If the world has been suffocated,the will to survive v/ill

not be exhausted. It happened that the early Palestinian revolt

against the enemy of liberty,affected another Arab nation in the

Maghreb area that sharea the same aspirations anu acted for the

same goal-though,according to Ahmad El Kodsy,for example,in his

'Nationalisai and Class Struggles',the kaghreb,due to its géographie

remoteness and its colonization by another power,France,seemed less

2
concerned by the Arab unity. This other nation,is Algeria which

took the Palestinian example as a guiding star for its independence

This can be shown by the positions taken by the JJlema»

after the revolt of 1936,through their main journals such as Al-

Shihab.la Défense,la Voix du Peuple. They urgea the Arabs to fight

against the Zionist imperialism. They were also,very much aware of

the sensitivity of the spécial position that Palestine occupies in

.bichara Khader ,Histoire de la Palestine,p.35

2
Kodsy and hobel,Ihe Arab v.orld and Israël,p.20

3
Jean-Paul Chagnollaud^aghreb et Palestine( Paris: Sindbad,

1977),p.63
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•4-+ i 4-hPmaelves to save the sacredthe Arab homeland,and ccmmxtted themselves

land,since the very beginning.
, +hp irab nation aoout theThe Algerian nationalists warned the àrah n

+ ^iv as 1938.1 in an important article publi-
Zionist threat as early as lyjo

+h. Aleerian People Party expoundedshed by "El-Ouma" newspaper,the Algerian
«. positions toward Palestine.2 .ccording to the same article
«. Algerians considered .ionism as an agent of imperialism and
as its supporter. It was also considered to be acontinuat.on of
v,estern colonization over the area and therefore agreat danger
to the whole Arab nation.

Pinally.Palestine and Palestinians were,and are not only
playing an important rôle in the middle Sast.but also in the
Maghreh area. "The Palestine revolt of 1* «-*<- ~~-
echû in the area to the extent that it affected the relations of
*. Maghreb states with the i,Perialist Pronch govemment."

1Jean-Paul Chagnollaud,Maghreb et Palestine,p.58

2Ibid.,p.59
% « -v, i.„votinG ~ni !-™h f-in.tionalism,p.63•^Anis "rjrrh ,p^^t.mL ^nu. *•



CHAPTER II

THE RISE OP ZIOhlSM tSD THE FORMATION
OP

THE ZIONIST STATE

The history of Zionism reflects to a certain extent the

new political ideas which deeply affected the structure of society
in Europe and America in the last décade of the eighteenth century,
mainly the idea of nationalism. Radical changes related to the
concept both of man and of man's relation to society.were well
illustrated by the American and Prenoh révolutions. Thèse were,

however.to be of good benefit to the rise and development of labor
organisations early in the nineteenth centurv as well as to the

spread of the spirit of nationalism.

The great thinkers and philosophera of that period of time

had granted humanity afoundation for wider and larger religions
tolérance and faith,to reach a universal harmony among people of

diverse origins,traditions and languages. Consequently.foreign

communities in différent western countries began to be assimilated

into the life of thèse nations. Thèse events,however,were not

fulfilled without bringing about a conflicting situation later on.

Our attempt hère is to analyse the controversial attitudes

of the European defenders of the libéral ideas about the individual

civil rights and the Jewish claim for civil émancipation. The

Jewish réaction was through the development of the Zionist movement

aiming at the establishment of an independent state to solve the

problems mainly of the Jews in Eastern Europe. The early idea of
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émancipation was soon to be seen as a xrinciple around which

political Zionism was born. This new Jewish body actually looked

for a pure colonial territorial solution to the problems of persé

cution endured by the Jews of Europe. Thèse Jews were,therefore,

directed toward the land of Palestine,the ultimate goal of the

Zionist leaders,with a considérable political and économie support

of the European colonial powers.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century,anti-semitism

deepened.and Jews suffered more from its effects. Some Jewish

leaders,tried to face and counter the anti-Jewish attitude in

Europe. In 1862,Moses Hess,a German socialist Jew wrote the "Rome

and Jérusalem",a book now considered by many historians as the

first modem document stating the notion that freedom for the

2
Jewish people could be attained in their"own historié homeland."

The Russian doctor,Leo Pinsker (1831-91) expressed in 1882,his

Personal despair in his pamphlet entitled the "Auto-emancipation"

of the Jews,cf any possibility of the Jewish freedom without " a

land of our ownw" Pinsker's solution is that the Jews should

décide for their own destiny by themselves,colonize land and

• cultivate it. Two years later,Pinsker became the leader of the

i

Edward W. Said,The Question of Palestine,p.69

2Chaim weizmann,"The Jewish People and Palestine".The Pales
tinians ,p .47

3
Colin Chapman,Whose Promised Land?,pp.37-38
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"Hovévei-Zionism"1and soon after directed the first Zionists to

Palestine from Rumania. This event rel^ased a large propaganda for

Jewish immigration,throughout Europe. "Ahad Ha'am" meaning "one

of the mass",a Jewish writer,advocated a peaceful establishment

of a "spiritual Zionism" in Palestine around which the idéal

unity of the scattered Jewish nation crystallize without any

political or économie power. This Russian thinker whose name is

Asher Ginsberg visited Palestine in 1891 and went around the

Jewish colonies at the invitation of the "Lovers of Zion"congre-

gation. The trip convinced him that the idea of a nation in

Palestine that would include ail Jews,was impracticable. In front

of the increasing désire of some Zionist leaders to achieve their

goal,Ginsberg tried to draw their attention to the fact that

Palestine was not an empty territory and that this posed problems.

"The idea of an independent Jewish state in Palestine was

not unanimously claimed by the Zionist leaders. They were split

* into two différent sides: those who wanted to live on good tenus

with their Arab neighbours.considering there as a cultural center,

and those who from the beginning took a different,more radical

attitude. As early as 1880,they failed to organize a Jewish

conférence at Munich,due te the strong opposition from the German

1That is the doctrine of'Hovévei Zion','the (Lovers of Zion) ,
a Palestinophile movement of Russian Jews beginning in the 1880's.
Having no political outlook3it aimed at regenerating the Jewish
people by establishing Jewish agricultural colonies in the
promised land. Quoted in Maxime Rodinson,Israël:A colonial-Settler-
State? (New York:MonatL Press, 1973) ,P .43

2
Ibid.
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rabbis who declared that "the attempt to establish a Jewish

national state in Palestine is contrarv to the messianic promises

of Judaism."

Consequently,Zionism's impact waned while democraey was

progressing in Europe.2 The intégration of the Jews in various
European countries was near to the final triumph. Most of the

Jews were assimilated with the destiny of the nations where they

lived. They were contributing in an effective way in the political,

économie and cultural fields of thés, countries.3 This new politi
cal status acquired by the European Jews,brought about a birth of

two main leading groups: the supporters of assimilation on the

one hand,the Zionists on the other. The two had différent ways to

solve the "Jewish question."4 The pensons who plead for assimila*

tion,wanted the Jewish communities to be entirely integrated into

the societies in which they lived and to speed up the process in

East Europe. For the Zionists,this situation meant that it may

lead to a loss of Jewish identity belonging to the race. They

talked about the pecularities of this race in ternis of moral,

1Qoted in Roger Garauâyrj^affaire Israël,p.88

2Abdallah grangi,The PLQ and Palestine ,p .29

3'Pully integrated into their nation,most of the Jews were
assimilated with the destiny of each of their nations,contributmg
sreatly in their politics,economy and culture. From Spinoza and
Cari Marx to Martin 3uber.fron Heine to Kafka,from a musician as
Mendelssohn to a physian as Einstein,the message was universal
and aadressed to ail mankind.' Quoted from Roger Garauay,L'affaire
Israël,pp.112-113

4Colin Chapman.^hose Promised Land?,p.40
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spiritual and intelleotual sup.riority. Such arguments harmed the
efforts toward the intégration of the Jews in Aestern Europe,while
the status of the Jews in Eastorn Europe became unoomfortable.
Consenti, .varions waves of émigrations to the Unitee States of
America and some Western European countries were organise*. And

« i i.j*»« ot-iii under the Ottoman rule,SOme Jewish groups went to Palestine,still under tn
and began to buy up land ef some Arab and Turkish landowners. To
thèse settlers.there se.m,d no way to escape persécution fn Russia

mainly.unless they migrât».

At this time Theoo.r Herzl,the young Paris correspondent
of an Austrian newspaper.omerged as the most prominent advocate
of the Zionist cause. His concept of Zionism consists in the réac
tion of any kind of assimilation as according to hia.it leaus to
the ioas of the Jewish radical purity. The early events in what
was later to be known as the -hreyfus case'Vided his sensé of
action, in fact,the idea of overseas colonial seulement for the
Jews that came to hi* was an antidote for anti-semitism. Just like
the colonial powers of the time.he regardée non European peoples
as uncivilized natives over whom the Europeans had anatural right
to rule. This idea was current at the end of the nineteenth
century,even as an idea for Jews. Herzl therefore,proposed that ail
jews should combine their efforts and establish a state of their

own

In 1895,Herzl popularisa, the Zionist movement in his

1Alfred Dreyfus ( 1859-1935) was aJew who was an offieer in

sis?sz-jmxuara ira?.srs—
ment.
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^U«, - — •»-«••— — «= -1" """* 1
f the Zionist movement to free Jews anc.related to the conceptxon of the zxonxs

,. p,,pntie with an indepeneentsolve the problems of anti-senxtxsm xn Europe
»* that anti-semitism would be necessary

jewish nation. Herzl assumed that antx

ingrate to Palestine-,the place he proposed. This idea is
. , •-, ir L'affaire Israël.2 There Garaudy quotesdiscussed in detaxl xn L.atiaxr

aationalism to consider the Jews as foreigners where they Ixve
and rely on the persécutions to stimulât* their immigratxon.

ed his clear détermination in his fight against any
Herzl expressed hxs oxeiai

* *h- t«.b He declared that Jews arePotential assimilation et the Jews. He
unlque people who can be assimilated in any society provided they

I
our interests.

,„t of aJewish state was thought to be realized
The project oi a ^^b-

somewhere in a"vacant spae,."' The location of the Zionist state,
originally.seemed without much xmportance,even for Herzl himself,

V*. derald Kuxland^• ^h-T^eU Confia (Columbia:
Columbia University Press,19 13) ,* -3

2Roger Garaudy.L^ffaire^srael,pp. 114-16

3Ibid.,p.115

4"Ibid.,p.72
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,902.* „ „.„ .u «... p-"- «»««»• " •-*U*
xu^v, mind and saw mstatuerai and his followers soon made up their

«. -*-nl territory for their project,because,theyPalestine,the idéal territory
s-i-v, +h-icî land,but withoutargued,of the Jews religions txes wxth thxs

excluding completely the other proposed areas.
,. to Herzl Palestine the crossroad of continents,

Accordmg to Her*i,-taxes

was apossibility as it oan be aoquired through direct négocions

Palestine is the place where there e.isted a"spiritual bond in

„ ta, of being a"backward province in an even more
further advantage oi Dcm0

• .4 It is perfectly elear that,the effort of ail
backward empire." It is pex-j.

+- iw •th. early moment was to lay elairn toZionist apologetics from th. eariy

destine both as aless advanced,largely uninhabited région and
as aplace where the Jews,«en^ auni.ue historical privilège
c0Uld reconstitue the land into apure Jewish homeland."

Wer Garaudy,Llaff^^_lsrael,p.72
Roger

2Ibid.

3EdWard W. Said,^J^sjipj^^

4Ibid.,p.24

5Ibid.
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•tv* Ma most effective•a * -lïtical Zionism with his mos^Herzl provided political
* the first Zionist congress m

-̂^ership- In 1897,he ccnv.ned th. ±ir
fl founded th. World Zionist Organisation.Basel,Switzerland and founded ^

,t0f the one hundred anu fifty Zionist d.le.ates
Most of tne one jewxsh

... . gany of them aenied ultimately to set up
estera Europe. many conBidfcrations caused the congress
stato,but caution and practxoal consxde
♦ ss aresolution faveuring only a"home in Ealestxne,
to pass a rebuiu four,. The congress on the other hand.approved the four
Jewish people. The ^ ^

oints of the Basel program as they con
"" tion of ineustrial and agricultural colonisation inaira: the Promet o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
Palestine.an effort „ ^.^ and international,

•th the laws of each country,an effortin accordance wxth the laws

, -r.k-in- of preparatory steps to 6et xnthe undertakm6 oi pr p
-p +h^ nim of Zionism. ihus,xn«

+c to the achievement. of the aim oxgovernments,to the acx

_,«.- -— - -——• ": :Z-

f Palestine,p.97
1Edward *- SaidQ^ ^stion-g

. ^ T<-^pii Tjilemma,p.3
2Pred J. Khouri,The A

x Pûloniak^ettler.State?,p.44
3Maxime Rodinson.Isj^^LJadii^i^
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k v, hPhind the "Jewish Coloniza-de Hirsch who hae.for sortîmes,been behxnd
tion association"' for hel,ing .astern, Jews to emigrate to ar.entxne
and Brasil.and the wealthy Jewish communities of western Surope

a a* P&hcschild.a wealthy. ,xhor baron.Edmond de Ktnscnxxu,~and the United States. Another baron,a
,(lpf] also Herzl with asubstantial support. The

French Jew,provided also nei*

Xatter was in fact eager to e.tend- his expérience in the exploxta-
tion of the Algérien Arabs as acheap labor on his vineyards.to
some other Arabs in Palestine/

• •v,^m knew,since a long time ago.thatThough the Zionist l«aders Knew,si
w bv other people,they underestimated

the concerned land was occupa oy other p
s Herzl and others overlooked the problems which

the misconsequences. Herzl ^na

jewish settlement in Palestine would bring about.to the extent that
thev thought of différent faith and national!ty-,ail living equally
in front of law under the Jewish protection. Herzl was also aware

, +-i in the Middle East cannot surviveof the fact that a Jewish state m th. Mica
• t td itself and secured by abig power.He arguedwithout being protectua itselt ana

about in his "Jewish State",the différent advantages that the
Eur0pean countries may get from aJewish state in Palestxne:

We should there ,«.,«*^^loTTot^^T
with ail Europe,which would hâve to bara

existence Dolitical zioniSm founders sought to con-
Prom hère,Herzl and the political ^x

vince potentiel Kuropean impérial patrons that Uonism would be

Edward ». Said.The^uesM-n of Palestine ,p .70

2Hoger lirr^,"^"" Israël,p.28
Voted by Colin Chapman.^e promised Land? ,P .42
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their cat's-paw in Palestine. In his attempt to get foreign

support,Herzl even tried to persuade the Ottoman authorities to

grant Palestine a charter of autonomy. He declared:

tf Abdul Hamid would give Palestine to the Zionists as
an autonomous vassal statelet,Jewish high finance
would solve the problems of his impérial exchequer by
paying off its crushing foreign debts.

The Sultan,however,as analysts pointed out,showed no interest in

the Zionist proposai as he knew that the. idea of autonomy will

lead to eventual indépendance. He was aware of the fact that,if

he granted it to the Jews who were a tiny minority in Palestine,
2

he could hardly deny it to the Christian nations in other parts

of the Ottoman empire. This rejection did not impede the Zionist

plan,if we consider Herzl's trial to obtain the promise that the

Russian government will respond positively to his plan of massive

immigration of the Russian Jews,

In 1904,Herzl died before the réalisation of his ^roject

but not without giving it the necessary foundations which were as

pillars of the Jewish question. Among the various achievements,

we can mention the second meeting of the Zionist congress,held in

Basel,in 1898,under the leadership of Herzl,and the création of

the Jewish Colonial Trust Limited to be replaced later on in 1903

by the Anglo-Palestine Company. Herzl wanted to provide the

Zionist movement with colonial institutions that would organize

1Lenni Brermer .The Iron V.all,p.38

Maxime Rodinson.Israël and the Arabs,p.22

-^Edward w. Said.The Question of Palestine ,p .97
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the Jewish immigration toward Palestine. This initiative was well

reinforced,later on.when the Jewish National Pund (J.N.F.) came

out of the Colonial Trust,with the powers to buy land ana hold it

in trust for the Jewish people.1 The J.N.P. was always controlled

b^ the World Zionist Organization and supported by the wealthy

Jews,and in 1905,it financed the first land purchases in Palestine.

The rôle of the J.N.P. comprises two related elements;it exista

either to develop.buy or lease the acquired land only for the Jews.

This rôle fulfilled perfectly the Zionist colonial project,which

consista of a methodical spoliation of the Arab peasantry and the

expropriation of the poor natives. A clear analogy existed between

the tasks of the J.N.P. and what Herzl advocated in his journal of

June 12,1895:"...we should expropriate discreetly the private
2

property on the assigned territories."

Thèse points of view show to what extent the native commu-

nities were neglected by the Zionist project. In fact,their very

existence was jeopardizeci by the fact that no room seemed to be

assigned to them. "They are hardly of any conséquence," said Chaiin

Weizmann.

The death of Herzl did not bring any change to the Zionist

and other Jews recurring différences of opinion. Some-, wished for

autonomy and regarded the settloment in Palestine as an investment

1Anis Savegh.The Hashemites and the Palestinian Problem,In
Arabic(i3eyrouth:Modern Library ,1966) ,p .23

2

*Ibid.,p.48

Roger Garaudy. L'affaire- Israel,p.127

3-
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as was the case of the Rothschild family and other barons. Others

such as the American rabbis and later on Einstein,Judah L. Magnes,

and others considered Palestine as an intellectuai,cultural and
p

spiritual-religious centre of Judaism. Such opposition cf concep

tions was not to last for long. Herzl's successors succeeded in

reaching a reconciliation between thèse conflicting views,under

the umbrella of nationalism. It was in fact easy enough,due to the

anti-semitism,to gather ail the Zionists for the attainment of the

common goal. Jewish colonial settlement in Palestine went on to

reinforce the Zionist claim over the,when necessary.

Chaim Weizmann is considered by the modem historians as

another influential and eminent leader of the mod^rn Zionist

movement.3 This distinguishod iiritish chemist with Nahum Sokolow,

a Russian member of the Zionist Executive,were fully committed to

lead the efforts to achieve the Zionist objective in Palestine,

weizmann started as early as 1906 to communicate and to establish

close contacts with such important and influential British leaders

as Lords Balfour and Miener,Lioyd George, Sir Mark Sykes,and the

editor of the influential Manchester Guardian,P.C. Scott. Such

relations were revealed to be responsible for the chain of events

that took place later,particularly in Palestine, weizmann popula-

rized to the last extent the conditions endured by the Jews in

some European countries and tried to convince his partners for a

1Ahmad El Kodsy & Eli Lobel.The Arab World and Israel«pju.1-Q.4-5

2Roger Garaudy.L'affaire Israël,pp.142-44

PranK Hardie & Irvin Herrman,Britain and Zion,p.6Q
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Jewish national homeland. The events that occured,thereafter in

i

Russia, were perfectly exploited to gather the divergent opinions

around the Zionist claii- for Jewish migration to Palestine. There,

the increasing number of the settlers,started to make itself felt

by the native population. Moreover,the Jews began to insist on

Hebrew as the officiai language of their communities and to impie.- .

ment a policy of the non-employment of the Arab labor,and the non •

use of the Arab markets. This attempt was enhanced by the création

of new Jewish establishments in Palestine. Thus,in 1908,a Zionist

2
office was set up in Jaffa encouraging new migration. The same

year witnessed some events that brought about changes in Constanti-

nople;Enver Pasha led the movement of the young Turks,overthrew

3
Abdul Hamid and took over the government of the Ottoman empire.

The new régime was revealed to be based on Turkish nationalism

embracing ail the différent national races in the Turkish empire.

The suprême institution,the Union and Progress Committee contained

a Christian and a Jew among its members. The Jewish circle welcomed

the 1908 révolution and its outcomes. The Jewish influence was

soon to be apparent within the Committee. The Zionist leaders skil-

fully moderated their claim from a political aspect to an économie

and cultural one,in accordance with the given circumstances. Thus,

they founded some active branches throughout the empire under the

name of the Palestinian office.

1
Russian Révolution of 1905.

2
Frank Hardie & Irvin Kerrman,Britain and Zion,p.15

3
Anis Sayegh,The Hashe.nites ^nd the Palestinian Problem,p.23
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This is in a way.the outcome of the efforts that Weizmann

had put forth many years ago. He was very much the practical and

opportunistic Zionist leader. He was able to weld together many of

the divergent lines of thought in Zionist circles,and to focus his

énergies upon the Jewish nationalism and the Jewish state when
1

possible. He succeeded in the field where Herzl failed.

The strenuous efforts of the Zionist movement,were some-

how affected by the oytbreak of the Pirst World War. The opposing

positions of Britain »nd the Ottoman empire jeopardized to a

certain extent the Zionist project. Jewish activities in Palestine

were curtailed and the center of the Zionist movement was finally

shifted from Gerinany ,now allied with the Ottoman Empire. Although

the officiai headquarters of Zionism was transferred to Copenhagen,

the effective center was moved to London. Thèse arrangements were

made to further the Jewish question,mainly in England where

Zionism enjoyed a steady rise in influence,both cultural and

political.

The entry of Turkey into the war at the end of October,

1914 on the side of Germany,added a spécial élément of enthusiasm

on the side of the Axis for the war. The opportunistic Weizmann

stood faithful to the Zionist line of action and tried to take

profit from the new wartime conditions. He took the initiative to

appeal Germany to consider the Zionist project,hoping that a

Frank Hardie & Irwin H^rr-^an^Britain and Zion,PP.58-59

2lbid.,p.76
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victoriens Germany would give Zionism Palestine. The talks.finall,
came to nothing.oecause of the refusai of the Ottoman Allies. The
World Zionist Organisât, on persuit.for any suhstantial support
from an, pewerful natio„,went on. The next call was for England to
which Weizmann addres.ed amémorandum containing thèse words:

..in submitting uvr resolution we entrust£ °£ »*tionûl

be considered xn the lxônt; 01 "*"" 2
principles for whi'îh the er tente stands.

This déclaration aiaed at urging Britain-s support of Zionist object
at political as well es military levels.in exchange to the potential
services the Zionist, will provide the Allies with during the war.

in spite of e.,riior iiritish assurances to the Arabs for the
support of the création of native Arab governments in the Arab
territories under the centre! of the Ottoman Turks,the London
Foreign Office reacted positivelj to the Zionist appeal.3 It was
seen as agood oppor,unity to apply perfectly the "Aliène i.ct"4 of
1905,forbidding the acce.s into the British territory of the Jews
hy diverting them to*ard destine,and to put an end to the French
intereste in the arec .The British position has also been influenced
to a certain extent by the Jewish strength in the United States.
It is quite olear that th. British officiais took into considération
the appointent of Brandeis.an American Jew,in 1916,as aJustice

Vssam BishutV j*^Rolf^ni~t Tr-rmr in the Création of
Israël( Beirut: Palestine Research Center,1969),P.11

Maxime Rodine, ,,t-~«i. AColonial-Settler gtate? ,p.47

3D.R. Gerald Korland,^e^rap-Tsraeli Conflict.p.S

4Frank Hardie .Irwin Kerrman.Hritain and Zion.p.BO
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i

of the Suprême Court. The influence of Brandeis on the American

political décision,convnnced Vveizmann to involve him in the

process of theréalisation of the Jewish state. He wrote to him

arguing that a Jewish Palestine set up by Britain with the support

of America would sweep the combined domination of Islam,Russians

o

and Turks in the Orient. But,in order to enlist Arab support

against the Turks,Britain took a momentary décision when promising

Shariff Hussein,then ruler of Mecca,a larger Arab kingdom.Conse

quently the Arabs fought on the Allied side;wholly trusting the

British. However,the British colonial impulsions with the Zionist

pressure were revealed to be stronger than British-Arab relations.

Two years after the beginning of the First World War,

Britain opened her intentions; the secret Franco-British agreements,

called the Sykes-Picot agreements,had already divided the Middle

East région between Britain and France and provided for the inter-

nationalization of Palestine. Hussein knew nothing about this

treaty until the Bolshevik government of Russia published the

agreements.

Such dealings arouse the Arab suspecion.and Hussein asked

for more information. Ho was informed that the agreement was not a

formai one and can be repealed. 3ut the British allegiance to

Zionism reached a very advanced level even before the end of the

war. Such attitude can be explained by the various conducts of the

•*» Frank Hardie & Irwin H^rrman«Britain and Zion,p.44

2Groupes D'études et de Recherches.La Palestine en Question.
Tome I ( Alger: SNEU,1969),p .33

^Abdallah Frangi.The PLO and Palestine,p.39
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British officiais. As early as 19l6,Weizmann asked,as a personal

reward for his"valuable»contribution o the British war effort,for

British support for the Jewish national home in Palestine. Thus,

the British-Palestine Committee met in London,one year later,and

declared the création of the Jewish home in Palestine. On Novem-

ber 2,1917,the British government issued in the form of a personal

letter from England's Foreign wiinister Lord Arthur Balfour to

Baron Rothschild,the Balfcur Déclaration. It stated:

His Majesty's Government view with favour the establish
ment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish
people,and will use their best endeavours to facilitate
the achievement of this sub;}ect,it being clearly under-
stood that nothing.shall be done which may préjudice
the civil and religious rights of the existing non-
Jewish commnnities or the rights and political status
enjoyed by Jews in any other country.2

The British commitment was outcome of the différent factors,like

the need for Jewish financial resources and scientific skills; we

discussed their impact previously. This British political act was

not to be done without the formai support of the United States for

Britain. Later,France and Italy vaguely proclaimed their support

for the Zionist program without mentioning the Balfour Déclaration

itself.

Such attitudes reflect clearly the colonial intentions to

the Middle East,where Britain had already taken a real step.

Zionist leaders received the déclaration with great enthusiasm,

even if it did not give them ail they wanted,and was not as

1Groupes D'études et de R.^.h arches .La Palestine en Question.,
p. 45

2Leonard fit.P-inTThr: Balfour Declaration(New York:Samhar Press,
1961).Quoted by D.R. Gerald Knrland.The Arab-Israeli Conflict,p,5
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spécifie as they would hâve liked. Nevertheless ,it streng.thened

the Zionist project immeasurably.

Actually,the Zionists,at least in their more forward

demands,had been careful to avoid specifically asking for a Jewish

state ;despite the fact that a state was indeed their ultimate

objective. Zionist leaders were,therefore willing to take one step

at a time and reach their aim piecemeal. They were even willing to

make tactical retreats when necessary. In fact,thèse policies and

tactics paid off in 1917,and they were to pay off after as well.

Spéculations about the real motivations that pushed the

British government to iasue the Balfour déclaration,became the

central thème of the British political life.1 iBftny théories hâve
been advanced as to the reasons behind this décision It is quite

clear that Arthur Balfour put the weight of his influencées a

Prime Minister,behind the Jewish claims.It is an instance of bad

conscience,or perhaps a simple syllogism that a pro-semite is an

anti-Zionist,l>ôcaus« he wants to add Jewish culture to that of his

native land,and an anti-semite is pro-Zionist because he wants

Jews to go somewhere else.2 Balfour,then belonged to those promi

nent pro-Zionists who had anti-semitic records. He was responsible

for the British measure for the restriction-on alleged socio-

economic grounds- of the flow of Jewish immigration from Russia.

Such action seemed to run parallel to the Herzlian analysis contai-

ned in the "Jewish State,"considering the "departure of Jews as an

1Anis Save.di.The Hashemite-s and the Palestinian Problem,p.71

2Frank Hardie & Irwin horrman.Britain and Zion,p.9
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improvement both for thern and the countries they leave." Conse

quently,a large-scale immigration of Russian Jews,was diverted to

the Middle East furnishing to a considérable extent the earlier

Herzlian plan.

Balfour.however was no blind sentimentalist and was aware

of the contradiction,implicit in the promises and assurances given

to the Jews and those given to the Arabs. Other théories based on

the need of Britain for help in the financing of the war,were

advanced. One of thoee would hâve stated that the déclaration was

issued in return for Jewish contributions to the war chest. Yet,

another theory relates the British décision to the attempt aiming

at the involvement of the United States in the Allied war effort.

This thesis stated that the American Jews,still affected by the

outbreak of pogroms at Kishinev and large persécution of the Jews

in Russia after the killing of Alexander II in 1881,were revealed

to be definitely anti-Russian.^ Their pro-German tendencies,how-

ever,would hâve kept the United States' forces out of the war,

unless they had been influenced by the English support of the

Zionist project.

According to a source,the Germans and Sultan Abdul Hamid

were,themselves,preparing a "déclaration with the same aims in

view,""* and that the Balfour déclaration was quickly produced to

1Frank Hardie & Irwin Herrman.Britain and Zion,p.2

2Anis Sayegh«The Hashemites and the Palestinian Problem,p.20

3Abdallah ffranci.The PLO and Palestine,p.29
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head off this effort to gain Jewish support over, to the side of

Britain's enemy. Many historians are convinced.however that Britain

was virtually motivated by her unabated désire to extend her

influence in the Eastern Mediterranean and particularly to provide

a buffer between the Suez canal and Syria that seemed to be under

the influence of her impérial rival,France.

Acco^aing to this theory,the British governmentrealiaed that

the préservation of Zionist demands would be a humanitarian excuse

for this that might satisfy even the French. Thus,the Zionist

leaders,who felt the need of a powerful protector if they were to

go on with their prograin against the rise of national feeling

among the Arabs,had obtained the sanction and so the sponsorship

of one «f the world's great power.

The Arabs,h«wever were considering the déclaration surpri-

singly. Hogarth managed to pacify the Arab attitude as he told

Hussein that the"Jewish settlement in Palestine would «nly be

allowed insofar as would be consistent with the political and

2
économie freedom of the Arab population." He,also assured him that

Britain was "determined that the Arab race shall be given full
3

opportunity of once again forming a nation in the world."

Fred J. Khouri in nie analysis of the new British déclara

tion argues that"the terms political and économie freedom" used by

Director of the Arabian Department on Allenby's Général Staff
Allenby (Edmund Henry) was Commander of British forces in Egypt in
the First World War.Commander David George Hogarth had to explain
the déclaration to the Arabs.

2

'ibid.

Fred J. Khouri«The Arab-lsraeli Dilemma,p.9

3-
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the British were stronger than the "civil and religious rights" of

the Balfour déclaration. The would-be British favour for the Arabs,

intended to préserve the Arab allegiance to the empire. The convie*»

tion of Hussein in Britain can be explained by his perpétuai search

for effective support to realize his kingdom,even through concessions

to Jews. He promised Weizmann his"freedom from religious préjudices

by expressing a willingness to welcome Jews wh» wished to settle in

Palestine or in ary other Arab territory as long as thèse areas

2
remained under Arab control."

The Zionist commis?ion,led by Weiz»*nn,tri6d te conviAcs

the Arabs, in Cairo and in Palestine of its objectives containing

no political intentions. Hussein's son,Feisal met Weizmann several

3
times and both of them agreed on a kind of "peace treaty."

By the end of the First World War,Britain succeeded to

appease and to delay the Arab suspicion. During the wartime,the

Arabs were not able to find out the similarities between the Jewish

aspirations and the British policy in the Middle East. They did not

realize that the Western powers with the Zionist movement were

acting against the Arab interests. They never suspected the so-

called Western assurances but tcok them at the face value. It was

until the Peace Conférence that they realized that neither their

claims nor the British promises were going to be taken into consi-

ration by the victorious powers in the division of the Ottoman Empire

Fred J. Khouri^The Arab-Israeli Dilemma«,p.«9

Abdallah Prangi.The PLO and Palestine,p.44

3Ibid.
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After the First World war,the victorious allied powers

showed a great interest in the Ottoman Empire. Conflicting claims

shook the alliance. Such an attitude had an impact «n both the

Zionists and the Arabs. Unlike the Arabs,the Zionist .'leaders

exerted strong pressure on ail the negotiating parties,attending

the 1919 Paris Peace Conférence,to prevent Palestine from being

internationalized and rather being put under the control of Britain.

Even if the Paris Conférence did not seem to satiïy the

Zionist claims,the Zionist leaders considered its resolutions as

a half way toward their ultimate goal. Thèse feelings were to be

revealed later,through the chain of events that took place in

Palestine.

In Paris,the Zionists put in a comfortable position to
2

realize their proje-ct once the Palestine mandate was established.

The Arab failure at the Paris Coference can be related to the fact

that king Faisal was not able to give the negotiators a clear idea

about the Arab situation. His reliance on his British advisor T.E.

Lawrence,who was working more for the British,made the Arab cause

not presented effectively.

In. front of the deteriorated political situation,Président

Wilson set up the "King-Orane Commission" to analyse the reaction

of the Middle Eastern countries towards the new political décisions,

1Abdallah FranginThe PLO and Palestine,p.45

2Fred J. Khouri.The Arab-Israeli Dilemmo,p.11

3Ibid.,p.12

^Richard H. Cuttis.A cnan^inA Image:American Perceptions of
the Arab-Israeli Dispute ("Washington:American Educational Trust,_
1982),p.17
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and also to give him the satisfaction that he had at least consul-

ted the opinion of the people of Palestine. The commission reported

that the overwhelming number of Palestine Arabs wantod Palestine to

remain part of Syria with Faisal as the head of the state;if a

mandate were established,the Arabs claimed that;it be transitory,

with either the United States or Britain as the mandatory power.

The commission also warned against the extravagant Zionist program

for Palestine of non restriction of immigration of Jews,aiming at

1
making Palestine distinctly a Jewish state.

In the meantime and even before the King-Crane report was

completed,it was revealed that Wilson intended to go ahead with

his support to the Zionist policy,irrespective of the results of

the commission. Wilsdn had,in fact,never considered that the idea

of peace and self-détermination should be applied in Palestine.

Thus,the contacts and discussions conducted by the King-Crane

Commission in Palestine and Syria aimed at impressing the Palesti

nians and tranquilize the anti-Zionists.Moreover,the commission

report was ignored by Europe's "peacemakers" at San Remo Conférence

which put an end to the Arab faith placed in Wilson's fourteen

points containing the principle of the self-détermination of ail

nations.

Britain finally got the opportunity to interfère in the

Middle East.She has now sphères of influence,the lands now known

as Iraq,Trans-Jordajx(or Jordan)and of course,Palestine. France

i

Richard H. Curtis,A Chanaing Image: American Perceptions of

the Arab-Israeli Dispute,p.17
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has to control what is left of the Fertile Crescent,Syria and

Lebanon.

The Zionist dealings in the Middle East became commonly

known,mainly in Palestine. The fourth article of the British

mandate over Palestine -decided by the General Assembly of the

League of Nations on 24 July,1922- stated:

An appropriate Jewish Agency shall be officially recog-
nized as a public institution for the purpose of advising
and cooperating with the administration of Palestine in
such économie,social and other matters as may affect the
establishment of the national Jewish home and the
interests of the Jewish population in Palestine. The
institution was to be the Zionist Organization for a
long as its organization and constitution are in the
opinion of the mandatory appropriate.

Thus,Britain was officially responsible for the assigned territories

and the Zionist incursions in Palestine would be carried out under

the British shade. The thwarted Arabs in Palestine were resolved

to fight against such Jewish colonial invasion. The Jewish commu-

2
nities started forming the "Yishuv",the organized body of people.

They sought to strengthen their gains and increase their number

through the mass immigration policy.

Initially, the new arrivais did not disturb the Palestinians,

so much,who thought that thèse helpless people had escaped the

persécution of Europe and came to the Holy land seeking peace and

security. But,soon the advancement of thèse "unfortunate" people

and the expansion of the Zionist movement in Palestine were to be

1Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherches.La Palestine en Question,,
pp.89-90

2Maxime Rodinson,Israel: A colonial-Settler State?,p .63

3Bassam Bishut.l fThe Rôle of the Zionist Terror in the Création
oflsrael»p.17
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felt by the inhabitants. Consequently,the British High Commissioner

of Palestine,who was responsible for the organization of the Jewish

immigration,promulgated the first immigration law to limit the

1 ^
number to sixteen thousand and five hundred Jews every year.

However,under the Zionist influence,either through the anti-

semitism propaganda or the idea of the promised land,the number of

the Jews entering Palestine exceeded largely the officiai one.

Such attempt was purposedly done by the Zionist Organization in

order to hâve the greatest possible influence over the British

mandate administration and policiesfand to establish the appropri

ate structures which would later permit them to corne to power in

Palestine.Various Zionist organizations pressed Britain to realize

the Zionist plan considering Palestine as a "home of the World

Jewry."

Understandably,différences and conflicts took place between

the British mandate government and the Zionist organizations about

the immédiate establishment of the Jewish national home. The

mandate document,hèwever,clearly engaged Britain to look after the

civil rights of the Arab Palestinians. But,Britain had elready

committed herself to a large extent to the Zionist side and there

fore could not retreat. As a mctter of fact,Britain did not react

against the formation of the various Jewish organizations and

groups in Palestine.

The Zionist organizations in Palestine obtained the

1Abdallah Prangi^The PLO and Palestine.^ .51

Lionty Kothov.The Palestinian Cause:Aggression,Résistance
and Peace,in Arabie(Moscow: Soviet Academy of Sciences,1983),p.76
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financial support of the wealthy Jews throughout the world,and the

political engagement of the Western governmeniîs. This made the

Jewish Agency developed into a kind of government similar to the
•i

mandate government. The mandate government,thereafter,granted the

Agency a right to deal with the development of the country. The

Agency became,moreover,responsible for the organization of Jewish

immigration,légal and illégal colonization,and settlement policy.

In Palestine,it established separate éducation and health Systems

for the Jews,and some other institutions related to the settlement

such as the acquisition of land and the création of new jobs for

the Jews only. Thus,Palestine went through a chaotic situation,

characterized by Jewish violence,and Palestinian unemployment,due

to the création of the "Haganah",a Jewish underground army,by the

2
right wing Zionist leader Jabotinsky in 1920.

Ail thèse various Zionist institutions were created in order

to achieve both économie and political powers throughout the land

of Palestine. Consequently,the Palestinian inhabitants were to be

isolated,deprived of land and job,and finally obliged to leave the

région. We can therefore notice a perfect analogy in the policy

adopted and followed by the Zionists in Palestine and that of the

"colons" in Algeria who pushed the natives from fertile land to

rocky mountains. In both cases,the idea of séparation from the main

wâsdraised. But due to some déterminant faetOrs,spécifie to each

i

Maxime Rodinson«Israël and the Arabs»pp .33-34

o

Lenni Brenner.The Iron Wall,^p.54-59

A French word commonly used in Algeria to designate the non-
muslims established on the Algerian farms by the French colonial

System.
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of the two countries,this idea was to be fulfilled in Palestine

and not in Algeria. The British hésitant government was unable to

apply its mandate policy in front of the increasing power of the

Jewish Agency,whose members influenced more than one Western

government through their large scale propaganda throughout the

world.

The Arab Palestinians then became aware of the extent of

the danger caused by the Zionist movement. They protested and

appealed Britain to abide by her earlier promises. The influx of

Jewish immigrants continued to pour into Palestine,in open

défiance of the Arab opposition. This brought about serious out-

breaks between the two communities over the land ownership. The

o British proposai to the Arabs was the formation of an "Arab Agency"'

to retort the Zionist Organization. This was,in fact,another kind

of compromise aiming at avoiding the Arab revolt. On the other

hand,the Zionists urged for more immigration and turned to violent

methods in the acquisition of new land.

The British authorities,soon realized the extent of the

danger,and in 1937,the Peel Commission asked for the division of

Palestine into Arab,Jewish and British - with the neutral British

'in 1922 the American Congress passed a resolution:"Resolved
by the Senate and the House of Représentatives of USA in Congress
asembled,that the USA favors the establishment in Palestine,of a
national home for the Jewish people," Congressional Record,67th
Congress,2nd session..Quoted by Bichara Khader,Histoire de la

Palestine,p.103

2Ibid.
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1
buffer separating the two hostile communities - states. While the

Zionist Congress accepted jjhe proposai,the Arabs rejected it,and

asked for the control of ail of Palestine.

Britain had shown herself increasingly sensitive to Arab

hostility toward the Zionist plans. While she had once seen a

solution resting upon a partition and thus in the création of a

Jewish state in Palestine,the looming war with Germany slowed

down such project. The second White Paper is considered by Maxime

Rodinson as an open hostility to any Jewish state,but with the

intention to croate an independent Palestinian state where the

2
Jews form the minority. Such sudden change of British attitude

toward the Arabs,sought the Arab support in the Second World War.

Thus,Britain avoided the Arabs to go over to her enemies.

According to the second White Paper,Palestine will get its

sovereignty and become a démocratie state,and promised also that

the number of Jews that would be allowed to enter Palestine will

3
be reduced to 75.000 per year by 1944. Any further Jewish immigra

tion would occur with the consent of the Arab population.

The Zionists reacted violently against such measures

contrary to their aspirations. The Jewish Agency considered the

White Paper as void and decided to fight its décisions vigorously.

On the eve of the war,the Zionists showed no disposition to fight

against Britain. The président of the Executive Committee of the

1
D.R.Gerald Kurland.The Arab-Israeli Conflicttp.37

2
Maxime Rodinson,Israël:^ Colonial-Settler State?,p.58

Abdallah Prangi.The PLO and Palestine.p.63
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Jewish Agency,David Ben-Gurion declared at the Zionist Congress in

Geneva,in August 1939:" We will fight with England against Hitler

as if the White Paper did not exist and we will fight the White

1
Paper as if there were no war."

In 1942,the Zionist leaders decided to state openly their

2
aimsjthey ratified the "Biltmore program" »adopted previously at

the New York meeting,to become then the officiai program of Zionism,

and allowed the birth of some new para-military groups such as the

3
"Irgun" or Erzel and the "Lehi" or Stern. Accorçling to a view,

thèse extremist Jewish bodies were to be the source of violence

against the Arab population and the British officiais of the

4
mandate government.

The anti-British campaign was therefore launched,showing

the British as oppressors and colonizers. The British limitations

of Jewish immigration coincided with the difficult conditions

endured by Jews in Germany. This made the Jewish Agency acting

opposingly and diverted thousands of Jews into Palestine from

différent parts of the world,and asked for an open struggle against

c.

the British "tyranny," to end the Jewish tragedy in Europe. The

Arabs,on the other hand,reminded Britain of her earlier pledges.

Amidst such explosive situation,Britain appointed a joint Anglo-

Abdallah Frangl».The PLO and Palestine,p.63

2
Maxime Rodinson1Israc-l:A Colonial-Settler State? ,p.66

3
Ibid.,p.65

4
^Ibid.

5Ibid.,p.67



American Commission in November 1945,to inquire about the prevailing

conditions in Palestine. Two years later,the commission urged

Britain to allow the entry of 100.000 homeless European Jews into

Palestine and asked for the partition of the country between the

-I
Arab and Jewish communities. At that time,the flow of the Jews

into Palestine continued until the Jewish population augmented

2
from 11 per cent in 1922,to 32 per cent in 1945. Britain thought

then to involve the United 3tatés in the military and financial

charges for Palestine -to enable Britain to apply her mandate

régulations and the commission's report.

The idea of partition was to be without success in front

of the Arab dis^proval,and the claim for an independent Palestinian

state. Though the Jewish Agency called on the British to proclaim

a Jewish state where the Palestinian Muslims should become a

minority.

The Palestinian situation was becoming more and more

precarious for Great Britain which found herself in a real politisai

quagmire. She finally declared her incapacity to find any appro

priate solution to the Palestinian problem that may satisfy ail the

parties concerned. Thus in 1947,the Palestinian mandate was over,

and responsibility was passed on to the United Nations' General

Assembly for solving the country's problems. The General Assembly

recommended the partition of Palestine into Arab and Jewish states

1
D.R.Gerald Kurland,The Arab-Israeli Conflict,p.8

2
Bassam Bishutl^The rôle of the Zionist terror in the création

of Israël,p ..25
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with a "corpus séparation" for Jérusalem and its surroundings.

The resolution was voted on 29 november,1947. The vote has

immediately been followed by violent clashes in Palestine between

the Jews who hailed it,and the Arabs who rejected it and decided not

to consider themselves concerned by this décision.

In front of such state of affairs,the British government

announced its intention to evacuate the country soon. So,the

Zionists hastened in consolidating their positions and their

military forces invaded territories attributed to the Arabs,

including Jtrut*l«a« Such Zionist act» wero accooplishsd with tb«

support of their comnùfted allies in Europe and America,and also

2
with the conspiracy of some Arab leaders.

We do not iniend hère to lay any critical analysis on

personal intentions pf the Arab leaders. One can easily see that

the prevailing conditions throughout the Arab world in 1948 were

not to contribute to any collective Arab action. The same condi--

tions worked perfectly fur the Zionist aims leading to the "Deir

Yassin massacre" and the proclamation of the Jewish state. The

proclamation occured on H May,1948,when the British High Commis

sioner had left Palestine and the évacuation of the British

troops had began.David Ben-Gurion announced the création of the

state of Israël at Jel-Aviv. On the following day,the dispersed

armies of the surreunding Arab countries tried to release Palestine.

An internationalized area,according to the U.N. partition
plan of 1947.

2
Jean Paul Chagnollaud,Maghreb et Palestine,pp. 100-102

3
Maxime Rodinson.»Israël and the Arabs,p.34
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Their attempt was in vain due^to factors inhérent in the prevailing

situation in the Middle East. The large and effective support that

the European and American Governments provided to the Jewish State

added to the Arab military inexpérience,corruption and above ail

the rivalry between Arab states led to the defeat of the Arab

-i

troops. In the meantime,the United Nations,under the pressure of

the big powers,mainly the United States,reached a cease-fire

résolution on 11 Mardi,1949. Suoa efforts la N»xis« Rodinson's

2
words ende,d the, war tjut did not make peace.

Maxime Rodinson..Israël and the Arabs,p «35

2Ibid.



CHAPTER III

THE Jj&RMATIflN OF PALESTINIAN RESISTANCE
TO

ZIONIST STATE

The firs$ and second décades of the twentieth century

witnessed the .émergence of a. new type of intellectuals in the Arab

world -thfi" ynder the Ottoman Empire. They were open to the currents

and pyevailing ideas of the century,and Were convinced of the need

to lead th£ir jj£finies out of humiliation and foreign domination.

Gradually some signif^cant groups of men grew up,putting into

effect the désire %o protect the achievements of the Arab cultural

and lifcerary renaissance of th^ previous décades and the effort to

obtain political rights for the Arab citizens of the Ottoman Empire.

The Arab, awakening conduced the Arab nationalists in the

Middle East toward the struggle against the Western imperialism

—»prlmarily British but also French and American, The Arabs wanted,

in fact to reestablish and maintain their unity despite the consi-

1
derable amputations of the Arab world. They therefore felt very

much concerned by the fate of the Palestinian land. Hence,the

enmity shown to the Zionist project arose because it was regarded

as a "final step" of imperialism,and as an absolute imperialism,

2deprii^d from any éducative approach and human relations. More-

over,Jewish immigrants from Europe were regarèed as "aliens" to

Maxime Rodinson.Israël et le Refus Arabe.pp.28-30

Jacques Ber<me,Les Arabes d'Hier à Demain( Paris:Seuil,1969),
p.280 ~
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the Palestinian land.

The Arab Palestinians,almost without exception were very

much affected by the Arab rejection of imperialist intentions.

Hence,many political and intellectual organizations were formed

to direct the énergies of the Arab Palestinian communities,and

create a Palestinian identity opposed equally to British rule and

to Zionist colonization. Though such organizations hâve to survive

only through the mobilization of the working mass and peasantry,

they reflected the rôle played by the intelligentsia.

In fact,the Palestinians could not develop a clear sensé

of national identity due to some constraints spécifie to the

Palestinian land. This land was considered,for a long time,as a

Southern part of Syria;consequently the ideological point of view

of the Syrian leaders dominated the Palestinian affairs.This made

the Palestinian nationalism remain somehow withaut a clear

2
démocratie structure and political line.

Family rivalries in Palestine was at its height,bringing

about the décline and split of the neo-nationalist movements. Some

of them headed by the Nashashibis,prefered close collaboration with

3
mandatory government. Others led by the El-Hussein! family formed

the Suprême Muslim Council of which El-Haj Amin El-Husseini,the

4
Grand Mufti of Jérusalem,was président. Despite ail this,the

Jacques Berque.Les Arabes d'Hier à Demain,p.273

2
Ahmad El Kodsy & Eli Lobel.The Arab World and Israël.p.41

Bichara et Naiin Khader.Textes de la Révolution Palestinienne
(Paris: Sindbad,1975),P.21

4Ibid.,p.32
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nationalist movement of the Palestinian Arab communities possessed

from its early days,a spécifie characteristic,the struggle against

a concrète enemy —Zionism. Muslims everywhere were called upon to

assist Palestine1s Arabs in preserving Islam's holy places in

Jérusalem.

Though the impact of burgeoning Arab nationalism was

probably less in Palestine than in neighbouring areas,there was a

growing feeling.by the 1920's,that the Arabs of Palestine should

hâve something of their own.1The resuit was the event of prophet

JHussa,in 4 April 1920,that was seen as the starting point of

organized bloody struggle between Arabs of Palestine and the

Zionists after the first World War. It is quite évident that

until this event,the Palestinian opposition to Jewish colonies had

no political contest.

The radiealization of the Palestinian Arab aovement during

the two other major r^rO-te that occured In Palestine in 1936—due

to the British permission of Jewish mass immigration— and in 1947

—related to the United Nations partition resolution and the use

of arms by Zionist groups—,was part of more gênerai processes

which took place in Palestine and throughout the Middle Eastern

countries. The Arab revolt in Palestine that lasted three years

(1936-1939),was spontaneous and popular,stirred up by peasantry,

bédouins and villagers. So,it was a violent and a persistent

revolt. Though it was defeated military,it was quite successful

1Anis Savegh.Palestine and Arab Nationalism,p.36

2Idem.The Hashemites and the Palestinian Problem.p.50
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politically.1 It was a movement express ing the aims of the Arabs,

their demands,and their readiness to fight for the libération of

Palestine. During an internai discussion,David Ben Gurion

declared:

The revolt is an active résistance by the Palesti
nians to what they regard as a usurpation of their
homeland by the Jews... Behind the terrorism is a
movement,which though primitive is not devoid of
idealism and self-s icrifice.2

This gives an évidence of how strong the revolt was. It greatly

affected the various Palestinian political parties that grouped

to form the Arab Higher Committee,presided over by the Mufti of

3
Jérusalem, El-Hussein:!..

The Palestinien difficulty,on the other hand,gained pace

throughout the Arab world and became a key élément in the Arab

foreign relations, iïha inter-Arab relations were,therefore,

modulated according to the extent of perception,as well as readi

ness to get involved,of individual Arab state for the Palestine

issue. Hence,the Arib kings intervened to end the "troubles" that

broke out in 1936 aad intensified in 1937,after the Peel partition

plan.4 They did conspirate with Britain to crush the uprisings

and persuade the Arab Palestinians to believe in Britain's good

intentions. The Arab involvement in Palestinian affairs gave

1Yehoshua Porat,"The Palestinian-Arab Nationalist Movement,"
The Palestinians,p.124

2Noam Chomsky.The Fateful Triangle(London: Pluto Press,1983),
pp.91-92

3Jean Paul Chaanollaud.Maghreb et Palestine.p.56

4Yehoshua Porat,"The Palestinian-Arab Nationalist Movement,"
The Palestinians,p .124
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Britain the opportunity to prolaim.in 1939, a so-called new policy

for Palestine. After the London conférence,the British government

published a White Paper,containing décisions of stopping the Jewish
1

immigration and the promise of independence to Palestine.

One can note hère that the sudden shift in Britain's

Palestine policy was neither a fortuitous event nor a resuit of the

Arab impact on British government,but it was simply due to the

approaching of the brink of the Second World War. Britain considered

the friendship of the Arabs to be of vital importance during the

war. So.it played the cards of Palestine problem as it was the

central political thème of the Arab states.The policy of gaining

time and diverting Arab énergies,had already paid off during the

First World War.

The Arabs,mainly of Palestine,did not take a fancy to the

British new policy,as it did not satisfy their demands. They

continued to oppose theJewish immigration and the idea of partition

of Palestine. Britain,however,went on her attempt to convince more

the Arabs,promising independence of their territories by the end of

the war. Moreover,in 1941,Anthony Eden declared that Britain would

support any attempt aimed at Arab unity,to show the. British .
2

intention to keep the word.

During the Second Worlfi War,Arabs*'. view on British policy

was not unanimous. The Arabs of Palestine were,in fact,divided into

two large political groupings and stood in conflict with each other.

Maxime Rodinson.Israël and the Arabs,p.32

2Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherches.La Palestine en Questions .121
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The first one,sponsored by King Abdullah of Transjordan,favored

close relationship with Britain in order to realize the greater

1
Syria project,including Palestine. The second one,however,dis

trusted totally Britain and advocated the création of a new Arab

state in Palestine headei by Haj Amin El-Husseini,with the support

of Egypt and some other Arab states afraid of any further territo-

2
rial annexation of King Abdullah in the Middle East.

Thtough this inquiet atmosphère,the Arab Palestinian. commu

nities thought it best te rely on the independent Arab states in

their opposition to the growing Zionist pressure. In fact,during

this period of time,Zionism also was looking for a new protector,

rather than Britain,and seemed t.c find it in the United States,

where the Zionist movement was gaining pace. The Jews,throughout

the world,grew strong by exploiting the sympathy of the world for

what they had been subjected to under Hitlerism. In an attempt to

face the Zionist movement in the Middle East and to take a path

toward the Arab unity,the founding charter of the Arab league,

signed in Cairo in 1945,gave a spécial attention to the Palestinian

3
problem,with a spécial paragraph of the league statutes. And Musa

Anis Savegh.The Hashemites and the Palestinian Problem.p.293

p
Jean-Paul Chagnollaud.Maghreb et Palestine,p.100

Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherches.La Palestine en Question.p.128
As far as the Arab league J.s concerned,on 7 0ctober,1944 under the
presidency of Nahas Pasha of Egypt,the représentatives of seven
Arab states—Egypt,Iraq,Syria,TransJordan,Lebanon,Saudi Arabia and
Yemen— agreed,at Alexandria,on the création of the Arab league.
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Alami was appointed as a Palestinian delegate to take part in the

meetings of the Arab league.

By the end of the Second World War the Arabs tried,through

a plan they presented to the United Nations,to obtain from Britain

the independence of Palestine and to avoid its partition. However,

the pan-Arab attempt was revealed to be ineffective as it could

not avoid the vote on the disgraceful partition plan of Palestine

at the General Assembly in 1947. The United Nations resolution was

not passed without the American pressure on the members of the

United Nations Organization,and the secret diplomatie activities

of the Zionist leaders. The Arabs reacted violently and repudiated

2
the international décision which they considered as unfair. But

the bulk of the Jews accepted the recommandation,even if it was

far below their expectations;one which,nonetheless,might provide

3
them with a firm base.

Civil strife broke out right away after the announcement

of the résolution,with terror and violence on both sides. During

the period preeed^ng the fateful day of 15 May,1948,guerrilla

struggle raged in Palestine. Each side tried to acquire as much

4
space as possible before the withdrawal of the British troops.

The better-organized Jewish armies had quickly taken over parts of

1
Abdallah Frangi.The PLO and Palestine,p.74

2Population: Arabs: 1.200.000 = 65% -Jews: 600.000 = 33%
Land Ownership: Arabs:15.066 Km2=93% —Jews: 1.134Km2 = 1%

3
"Entretien avec Maxime Rodinson"tContact Magazine.Bimensuel

du Maghreb,n2 19,du 24 October 1974,Tunis,p.15

4
Maxime Rodinson.Israël et 1e Refus Arabe,p.38
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territories assigned to the Palestinians by the United Nations,and

defeated the astonishingly weak Arab armies.

Once againithe dependence on the Arab military force did not

bring about the results that the Arabs of Palestine had reckoned

-i

upcn. Moreover the Arab defeat by Israël in 1948 was the most

terrible blow to Arab national pride,and an end to an illusion —

2
the illusion of Arab unity. It rather revealed the prevailing

collision of interests existing between the Arab states during this

critical phase of the Arab history.

The newly established Arab league was neither able to avoid

the loss of Palestine,nor the Baghdad Pact,nor the tensions between

3
its members. The Arab states,full of bitterness and rancour,

refused to recognize Israël's existence as a sovereign state and

vowed to exterminate her. The Palestinians were determined to carry

on the struggle they started in 1936. The setbacks of the Arab

defeat was the fragmentation of the Arab Palestinian population

into refugees in the Gaza Strip,into citizens of Israël,into

refugees and permanent résidents of the Kingdom of Jordan and

refugees in Syria,Lebanon,the Arabian side of the Gulf and in other

4
parts of the worlà. Consequently,about 700.000 Palestinians fled

or were expelled during the war of 1948,and were relegated to the

status of non-entities. The clearing out of Palestine was caused

D.R. Gerald Kurland,The Arab-Israeli Conflict,pp.9-12

2
Charles Douglas-Home,The Arabs and Israël,p.65

3
Jacques BerquetLes Arabes d'Hier a Demain,p.265

4
Bichara et Naïm Khader.Textes de la Révolution Palestinienne,

p.27
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chiefly by the Israeli terror and cruelty — the Deir Yassin

massacre as an example — and not bythe incitation,or propaganda

1
of the Arab leaders.

The United Nations Organization sought to remedy the

situation byits création of the United Nations Reliefs and Works

2
Agency ( U.N.R.W.A.) for Palestinian refugees,in the Near East.

The assigned rôle to this Agency was to provide the fifty six

camps of Palestinian refugees with tents,médical services,éducation

and professional training. Unf ortuna'tely,such rôle remained fruit-

less for financial constraints due to the considérable number of

Palestinians driven out of their homeland and destituted from their

land and properties. The UNRWA camps gathered mainly the unskilled

laborers and landless persons who became dépendent on the United

3
Nations' charity for their survival. Israël and her allies offered

to compensate the displaced Palestinians for what they left in

-r Palestine,so they could-resettle elsewhere. Such an attitude

explains,clearly Israel's intention of not being prepared to allow

the Palestinian return,in order to avoid the destruction of the

4
racial exclusiveness and Jewish culture. In 1948,Ben Gurion

declared:" We must do everything in our power to ensure that they

5
never return." The Palestinians rejected the "generous" indemnity

Noam Chomsky,The Fateful Triangle,pp.96-97

2
Colin Smith,The Palestinians,p.19

3
Abdallah Frangi,The PLO and Palestine,pp.91-92

4
Maher Shérif,"The Bases of Zionist Ideology",Palestine Affairs,

éd. Dr. Anis Sayegh,47 (July 1975),pp.115-16

5
Maxime Rodinson,Igrael et le Sefus Arabetp.65
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clinging to the dream that they would one day be able to corne back

to their homeland.

It is common to refer to the 1948 disaster and its consé

quences as an open betrayal of some Arab states to the Palestinian

1
cause. Thus,Jordan and Israël became practically the successor

states of the Palestinian one. Secret negotiations took place

between some of Arab leaders and the Israelis. Farouk of Egypt

shared the division of the Gaza région,and Emir Abdullah was allowed

2
to annex the West Bank,under the protection of Israël. Later,the

results of such conspiracies were revealed to be more dangerous

than the state of Israël itself. The Arab Palestinians relied

entirely on their brethren to préserve the Palestinian land;that

is why their déception was greater than the advent of the state of

Israël.

Despite such disillusion,the participation of Arab comba-

tants in the war of 1948 made the Arabs of Palestine hope for a

better Arab support. They felt that their struggle against Israël

has nevertheless become the main concern of some devoted Arah •

3
nationalists. The Arab states finally got wind of the immensity

of the disaster and the révélation of the extent of the Zionist

evils and imperialist intentions in the area,decided to"move accor-

dingly."Thus,the Arab league decided in 7 July,1948 to créate a

1
Anis Sayegh.The Hashemites and the Palestinian Problem,ip.253-

287

2
Noam Chomsky,The Fateful Triangle,pp.96-97

Anis Sayegh.Palestine and Arab Nationalisai,p .38
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"temporary civil administration" to deal with the Arab Palestinians

affairs inside and outside Palestine.

The Palestinian nationalists,collectively,reacted through

an attempt to resurge some political organizations to gather the

efforts and énergies of ail Palestinian communities. As early as

1950,they began to take their fate into their own hands. Their

comrnon concern was how to find suitable means to liberate their

land in défiance to imperialism and its agents in the région. Thus,

the Movement of Arab Nationalists (Al-Qaumiyun Al-Arab) headed by

2
George Habash was organized in Beirut at that time. Its motto was

"unity,freedom,revengeJ' It aimed at the attraction of ail the Arab

countries in the process of the libération of Palestine,using their

économie resources and human potentialities to a large extent.

At the same time,some Palestinians were attracted by the

3
newly born Ba'ath party of Michel Aflaq. This party emerged in

Iraq and Syria,and saw in the Arab unity the best ways to bring

independence to Palestine. Thèse two political movements,actually,

pinned the hopes of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees

and sympathizers for the release from the camps and final return,

The defeat of 1948,in fact,caused the émergence of a succession of

Palestinian political organizations. The Fédération of the Palesti

nian students in Egypt was founded in Cairo by Yassir Arafat,and a

number of those who later were to be his colleagues in the leader-

1
Bichara et NàSm Khader.Textes de la Révolution Palestinienne,

p.31

Yehoshua Porat,"The Palestinian-Arab Nationalist movement",p.125

3
Jacques Berque.Les Arabes d'Hier a Demain,p.94
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ship of Fatah. Thèse students were very active and capable of

conveying the Palestinian cause to non-Arab citizens. They also

succeeded to establish a direct contact with students' organiza

tions and political movements outside the Arab world. Yassir Arafat

presented the Palestinian problem skilfully and persistently until

2
it gained support and sympathy throughout the world.

Arafat and his comrades were convinwed of the importance

of raising Palestinian consciousness for armed struggle for their

independence, They adopted the name of Fatah,permuted form of which

in Arabie is *hatf" m^aning "death from a lightning stroke,Mfor
3

their organization.' 4s early as 1953,they launched sporadic attacks

against Israël conduçted by guerrilla éléments of the organization.

After that,the Palestinians in the Gaza Strip tried to

imitate the students1 Fédération and erganized themselves under the

leadership of some of their nationalists such as Khalil Wazir

( Abu Jihad),later commander of the Al-Assifa forces,and Abu-Yussef

El-Najar who was assassinated by an Israeli commando in 1973.4 The

aim of such groups in the Gaza Strip was to create a common front,

around which ail the Palestinian movements of résistance would

gather,leaving apart their political différences.

In pursuance of this some Palestinian political organiza-

1
Chaim I. Waxman,"Varieties of Palestinian Nationalism",The

Palestinians,pp.114-15

2
Abdallah Frangi.The PLO and Palestine.p.95

3
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4
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tions clearly showed their non-reliance on the Arab armies and

governments or on the United Nations' resolutions to recover their

legitimate rights. However,the beginning of their first independent

effort coincided with thu success of the Egyptian Révolution led

1
by Gainai Abdul-IJasser.

Along the same line,encouragement by Nasser of the Pales

tinians to develop their military résistance was consistent. A>s an

Arab nationalist,Nasser showed immediately a fervent interest to

the Palestinian problem. He did not hesitate to allow the Palesti

nian military groups to use the Egyptian territory as a base from

which they directed attacks against Israël. He even provided them

2
with arms and adéquate military training in Guerrilla warfare.

. Israël and its allies were no longer content to see their

existence in the région in ganger. Such fears increased in 1956

when Président Nasser decided to nationalize the Suez Canal. The

décision threatened to a large extent the imperialist supremacy

in the Middle East. The Zionist leaders therefore took the opportu-

nity to occupy the Gaza Strip in order to eliminate the Palestinian

military groups and to put an end to their dangerous harassements.

The event was also good enough for Britain to attack and corne back

to the Middle East,repudiating the Evacuation Treaty of 1954. For

Anis Sayegh,Palestine and Arab Nationalisai,p37

2
Maxime Rodinson,Israël et le Refus Arabe,p.71

Richard H. Curtis.A Ghanging Image: American Perceptions of
tp.e Arab-Israeli Dispute ,p.39. As far as the Evacuation Treaty
of 1954 is concerned,the agreement was reached with Egypt on the
final withdrawal of British armed forces from the Canal zone,

within a period of twenty months.
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the French government,being unable to crush the Algerian revolt

of the first of November 1954,hoped to annihilate in Egypt the

1
leaders of the Algerian Révolution and its ally.

A Franco-British expédition,helped in by Israël and

consisted of invading Egypt and taking control of Suez canal,was

stopped by the effort of both America and Russia. Israël«refuted

the idea to withdraw from the Sinai désert for security reasons,

but finally Ben Gurion accepted it and informed Eisenhower that

2
Israël has never planned to annex the Sinai désert. Though the

idea of launching a "préventive war" was planned since 12 October

1955,when Menahem Begin declared to the Knesset that the war

against the Arab states must take place without any hésitation.

Skillful Israeli leaders cocperated with American peace initiative

after having suppressed the Palestinian military activities

specially in Gaza Strip.

The tripartite aggression against Egypt committed the

Palestinians to intensify their struggle against the Zionist state,

using their resources and possibilities to the last extent. The

event had,on the other hand,taught the Palestinian résistance

movement a significant lesson. It confirmed the effectiveness of

small military groupa,if being united under an independent jPales-

tinian leadership with clear political aims.

The Ba'ath party seemed to respond to the Palestinian

Roger Garaudy,L'affaire Israël,p.157

2
Richard H. Curtis.A Changing Image,p.49

Roger Garaudy«L'affaire Israël,p. 157
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needs. Many Palestinians then joined its ranks. The Ba'ath party

and the Arab Nationalists were the most influential political

movements in the Arab world at that time. They had their strong-

holds in Syria and Iraq, and,therefore,attracted the Palestinian

refugees there.

The new situation gave birth to some Palestinian political

groups,such as the National Unity Front Al-Fatah ( Harakat Al Tahrir

p

Al Watani Al Falestini Fatah)/'founded in 1955,and reinforced its

3
structures after the Suez war. The Al-Fatah organization openly

called for a Palestinian entity and a Palestinian way of fighting.

The immédiate aim of its leaders was to win over a great number of

Palestinians and to extend the sphère of influence till beyond

Gaza Strip,Cairo,Southern Lebanon,Jordan and elsewhere. Various

cells were also set up in the countries usually inhabited by

Palestinian immigrants such as Kuwait,Saudi Arabia,and the Gulf

states. Al-Fatah leaders thought to set out on the path of the

Vietnamese,Yugoslav and Algerian révolutions in taking up the

armed struggle and political propaganda against Israël throughout

4
the world. Military opérations were therefore organized by the

members of the group and executed by Al-assifa ( the Storm).

1
Yehoshua Porat,"The Palestinian-Arab Nationalist Movement",

The Palestinians,p.126

2
Taken from Abdallah Frangi,Thr PLO and Palestine,p.95

3
Meaning in Arabie,conquest or victory.

4
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5
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Al-Fatah group.
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On 31 December,1964 the first spectacular military attack

of Al-Assifa destroyed a great number of Israeli posts. Though this

* action was successful,it was condemned by almost ail the Middle

East Arab countries which decided to forbid any further Palestinian

military activities on their territories,fearing Israeli retalia-

tion. If we consider the following figures we may understand the

, reasons of such Arab attitude:
1

Raids of reprisais by Israël against the Arab neighbors,
Years Egypt Jordan Syria Lebanon
1965 595 843 4.726 88
1966 392 5179 4.181 64
General Total:11.468

The number of the Israeli military reprisais against thèse Arab

countries was so high that had a great impact on their relationships

with the Palestinian military groups.

• It is interesting to know that the first Palestinian

2
Fedayee was killed by Jordanian army bullets. The hostile attitude

showed by the Jordanian Kingdom towards the Palestinian résistance

resulted in a séries of bloody confrontations between the rayai

army and the Fedayeen.

Despite the Arab négative position towards the Palestinian
a

military groups,Al-Fatah continued to exécute its militaru opéra-,

tiens until after the June war of 1967. In the meantime,two

important events contributed to the décision making of Al-Fatah

organization to fight without waiting for any Arab support;the

first was the collapse of the union between Egypt and Syria which

1Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherches.La Palestine en Question,
Tome I,p.278

2The Palestinian Fedayee shot by the Jordanian army bullets
was Ahmad Mussa.
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might hâve been the prenable for the libération of Palestine. The

second was that the indexendence of Algeria,after seven years of

armed struggle. So,the Palestinians hoped no more for any near

Arab unity,and rather did rely on popular revolt,claiined by Al-

Fatah,and proved its effectiveness. This led once more to the

émergence of a great nunoer of military groups.

By 1960,there were about forty Palestinian military organi

zations in exile struggling actively for the libération from non-

o

entity,oppression and exile. They were,however,of différent

ideologiesttactics,and stratégies. The remnant of Palestinian

groups inside Israël showed a kind of conflicting attitude with

the goals of the deported Palestinian people. ..

The organization of Usrat al-Ard (family of the land) aimed

at remaining in their land (in Israël) with the will to submit to

Israeli polity and the attempt to acquire equal rights.3 Whereas,

the military branch of the movement of Nationalist Arabs— Abtal

al-Audeh (héros of return)-had a différent position and was very

active,since its foundation in 1-966,to realize the libération of
4

Palestine. Another group issued from the movement of the Nationa

list Arabs,Munadhamat Shabab Al- Tha'r (Youth Organization for the

Revenge) organized its first military opération against Israël on

1

Joseph Neyer,"The Emergence of Yasser Arafat",The Palestinians.
p. 128 ~"~~ '

2
Abdaklah Frangi.The PLO and Palestine.p.94

3
Edward W. Said,The Question of Palestine.p.135

4
Bichara et Naim Khader,Textes de la Révolution Palestinienne.

p.46 — '
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i

the eve of the war of June 1967. Moreover,the Liberation Front of

Palestine — Jabhat Tahrir Filastin — was formed in 1968 by Ahmad

Jibril and Ahmad Zaarour to participate in the common struggle,

with the other Palestinian military groups,against the Zionist

state.

The awakening of the Palestinians made the Arab states

react accordingly. On 15 Septomber,1963 the Arab league council

decided to create a Palestinian Organization to affirm the Palesti

nian national entity,and to assure and safeguard the défense of

3
Palestinian interests throughout the world.

Ahmad Shukeiry,a Palestinian lawyer,was entrusted the

chairmanship of the organization and later became the Palestinian

delegate at the Arab league. He formed the Palestine Liberation

Army as a military wing of the Palestine -Liberation Organization,

but was considered us an intégral body of the Arab armies,that is

to say,no freedom of action without the Middle East Arab states'

consent. The PLO was assigned the task of being the umbrella

organization for ail the other Palestinian organizations which can

be controlled and manipulated easily. Such Arab dispositions did

not appeal to the various Palestinian groups. Thus,the leaders of

Al-Fatah expressed their doubts concerning the potential success

of an organization which dissociated itself from the popular

Bichara et Naim Khader.Textes de la Révolution Palestinienne,

2Ibid.

^Abdallah Frangi.The PhO and Palestine,p.99

4Ahmad El Kodsy and Eli Lobel.The Arab World and Israël,p.51

p.46
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revolutionary forces.

During the first Palestinian National council,on 1 June

1964,Al-Fatah had to act or else lose the influence it had gained

in the rising Palestinian national movement. Its leaders did their

best to convince the participants of the need of an independent

Palestinian armed struggle.

The commitments of Siiukeiri to the Arab states made his

organization unable to crystallize the Palestinian énergies and to

détermine the means and methods necessary to the libération of

1
Palestine. In the meantime,Al-Fatah grew stronger and emerged as

a great fighting Palestinian Organization. Its members proved it

perfectly during the June war,and the battle of Karameh that we

will discuss later. The main aim of Al-Fatah was to assure the

return of the Palestinians to their homeland.

The radicalization of the Palestinian attitude,due to the

way of fighting of Al-Fatah,led to the émergence of some other

other organizations on the Palestinian political and military

scènes.Thus,the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine was

propulsed by the members of Ba'ath party,around the 1960's,to

represent the Syrian point of view on the Palestinian cause. Its

left wing,the Démocratie Popular Front for the Liberation of

Palestine,acted according to the aime and principles of Al-Fatah.

The impact of Al-Fatah on the various Palestinian political

Ahmad El Kodsy and Eli Lobel,The Arab World and Israël,p.51

2
Michael Curtis ,"Ihe Palestinian Organizations,Their Leaders,

and Idéologies",The Palestinians,pp.140-41
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movements became effective. So most of thèse thought it best to

1
set up a joint Palestinian National Council. Such attempt was to

reconciliate and unité ail the Palestinian factions into one strong

Palestinian résistance movement.

The Palestinian National Covenant —Al-Mithaq al-Watani

al-Filastini — was therefore adopted by the First Palestinian

2
Congress,which took place in May,1964. It made known,clearly,the

officiai position of the Palestinian organizations toward the

Palestine Liberation Organization,and appointed a Palestinian

delegate at the United Nations. It also mentioned that the PLO's

budget was a kind of direct contributions provided by the Arab

countries,and a tax imposed on every Palestinian.

Shukeiry's ambitious attitude made him later acting indepen-

dently from some Arab leaders' influence. This meant setting a

course that soon put him into conflict with the desires of some of

the members of the Arab league. However,the very existence of the

PLO consisted of a struggle against Israël;so,the Palestinian

people were expecting its realization impatiently. Shukeiry 'was

fully deveted to such palestinian feelings,if we refer to his

3
articulation "to drive Israël into the sea." His militant rhetoric

was however followed by very little action. But,this also can be

explained by the fact that the Palestinian military groups were

Bichara et Naim Khader;Textes de la Révolution Palestinienne,
pp.101-102

2
Maxime Rodinson,Israël and the Arabs,pp.142-43

Abdallah Frangi.The PLO and Palestine,p.100
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constrained not to conduct raids and military actions from those

r

Arab territories surrounding Israël. The following officiai figures

of Palestinian incursions in Israël from Arab territories may give

us an idea about the situation that prevailed from 3 January,1965

to December 1966.

Palestinian raids against Israël,from:

Years Egypt Jordan Syria Lebanon
1965 3 29 — l
1966 = 1J 18 6
Total 3 46 18 9

The total number of incursions in Israël cornes therefore to about

76,during one year. In the meantime,the Palestine Liberation Army

(PLA) —the military branch of the PLO — had abrogated its military

opérâtions,due to its intégration into the Arab armies. Thèse

armies had always disapproved the Fedayeen military actions,against

Israël.

As early as 1965,signs of split threatened the organization

of Shukeiry,and ail his actions and demands were reprehended and

even rejected by the Arab leaders. Thus,ail his recommendations,

to the Arab Summit Conférence in September,1965 at Casablanca were

2
ignored. Most of the Arab leaders were about to cease providing

Shukeiry with political and finencial support. The break up of their

relationships was hastened by the Arab disaster of the war of 5-10

June,1967.

In an attempt to set up a common political line,the Arab

1
Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherches,La Palestine en Question.

p.277

2
Maxime Rodinson,Israc . and the Arabs,p.144
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sovereigns and heads of states met in Khartum between 29 August

andl September,1967. They ail agreed upon the principles of "no

peace with Israël,no récognition of Israël,no negotiations with

Israël," in order to préserve the right to a homeland for the

Palestinians. The conférence had,on the other hand,rejected ail

proposais made by Shukeiri in the name of the PLO,concerning

mainly the right to direct or indirect negotiations with Israël,

when dealing with "any settlement which might affect the Palesti:-

nian cause."

The position q£ Shukeiri had been discredited even at the

Palestinian level,unt.il he was evicted from the chairmanship of

the PLO in December,1967 . The new PLO leader,Yahya Hamuda was also

unable to initiate new policies for the Palestinian libération

3
struggle. The traditional division in Palestinian ranks seemed

persistent and the divergence of ideological tendencies increasing.

The Fifth Congress of the Palestinian National Council took place

4
in Cairo,on 10 and 17 July 1968. It was dominâted by the résis

tance organizations which gained half the seats in the National

Council. A national charter was adopted by rearranging an ea,rlier

text which had accompanied the foundation of the PLO,in 1964. This

document mentioned explicitly the character and the aims of the

résistance. Palestine was defined as an intégral part of the Arab

T.CF. Prittie,"How and Why Did the State of Israël Corne to

being?",Britain and Israël,165 (April/May 1985),p4

Maxime Rodinson,Israël and the Arabs,p.203

3
Daniel Dishon,"The Palestinian Organization".Middle East

Record(Jérusalem:Israël Université Press,1967),p .318

4
Yehoshefat Harkabi,"The Palestinian National Covenant",pp.143-53
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world. The Palestinian movement was entrusted the rôle of gathering

1
the various political groups to be the vanguard of the Arab nation.

The charter stated also that ail the Palestinian activities were

to be independent,rejecting any interférence from any Arab state

or force. The Palestinian principle of non-intervention in their

own affairs was,an important guarantee of Palestinian freedom of

décision,and a secure way for the unity of the Palestinian military

groups. From now on,more freedom of movement,fnr the guerrilla

groups,was decided. The United Nations Security Council resolution

242 was finally rebuffed,as it called for the the récognition of

the state of Israël,and neglected the Palestinians and their

• ux 2rights.

The Arab defeat of 1967 had a great impact on the Palesti

nian résistance and its perspective. It increased the number of

refugees as about some 700.000 Palestinians had to flee from

Palestine. No part of Palestine still existed which was not subject

to the Israeli rule. This caused the Palestinian résistance to

develop a distinct Palestinian national ideology at the expense of

Pan-Arabism.

The major éléments of the Palestinian armed movement,

though individually sponsored by separate Arab states,were now

gathered within the Palestine Liberation Organization which had

-1

Augustus R. Norton,"Moscow and the Palestinians",The Palesti

nians, p. 231

2
Joseph Neyer,"The Emergence of Yassir Arafat",The Palestinians,

p.181

Edward W. Said,The Question of Palestine,p.137
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never accepted resolution 242, under the impulsion of Al-Fatah.

The views and analyses of this organization,about the libération

of Palestine,were espoused by most of the Palestinian groups. Thus,

the early pledges of Al-Fatah,for an Arab military action against

Israël to liberate Palestine,were taken into considération mainly

after the Israeli victory over the Arab armies in 1967.1 Its call

for the continuation of armed struggle was therefore well grasped

bv ail the Palestinians. Consequently,the first military training

camps,that were set up by Al-Fatah in Damascus and Algiers,were
2

very successful.

Moreover,the military opérations and attacks led by the

Palestinian commandos were received with great enthusiasm and

respect by the Palestinian population — hundreds of young Palesti

nians joined the ranks of Al-Fatah. The unification process of the

various Palestinian forces has evolved in such a way as—and to

some degree—to enhance the PLO rôle. This process is,of course,

the essence of the aftermath of the June war. For example,the

dévotion to the PLO policy of an independent Palestinian armed

struggle of the Arab Nationalists—from which the Popular Front

of George Habbash had been issued— and other guerrilla forces is

important because such a dévotion would both contribute to the

incfease of Palestinian military résistance and make the Palesti

nian cause an essential élément in the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Joseph Neyer,"The Emergence of Yassir Arafat",The Palestinians.
•131

2
Ibid.,p.128
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Israël responded to ail the Palestinian dispositions by

directing military attacks on alleged guerrilla bases. Thus,the

Israeli military offensive of 1968 aimed at the destruction of the •

important and stratégie Palestinian guerrilla base,Karameh,and the

decimation of the Palestinian résistance from Jordan. There,the

Jordanian troops and Fatah commandos accepted battle and succeeded

to repuise the Israeli forces composed of about ten thousand of

infantrymen supported by armoured vehicles and aircraft. Israeli

troops were proved vulnérable and were inflicted considérable

material and human lo&ses*

The décision of Fatah troops to fight and die,if needed be,

became the leitmotiv of the guerrilla moiiements. Yet,clearly,the

destruction of the myth of unvulnerable Israeli soldiers by Fatah

men,increased its prestige and admiration. Within weeks,its size

had grown substantially,and its popularity and influence spread

among the refugee camps. Fatah leaders received promises of support

2
and récognition from Arab And non Arab states they had visited.

After Karameh,it was then impossible to ignore the guerrilla move

ments and Fatah commitment to armed struggle. The Palestinian

résistance which grouped many organizations around Al-Fatah claimed

to move from résistance to révolution against Israël.

In February 1969,less than a year after Karamen,Al-Fatah

found itself in control of the PLO through the élection of Yassir

1
Abdallah Frangin The PLO and Palestine,pp .110-12

2
Terence Prettie,"Israël and the Palestinian Question", The

Palestinians,p.219


































































































































































































































































